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J.__ .tU  ~~~~EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of the project reported in these Vo].umeg Av~~~1~~~~~~~T - ~ C
is to elucidate the principles of hardware/manpower cost i~~analysis developed in an earlier study, A Yrc~nework for D1~t ~TH r d~are/Mw~zpower T~’adeoff Analyai e During the Weapon S~j s-
t~n Ac~~iaition Proceee.. cm that study, the idea of a
linked and graded model sj8tem was introduced: a system
made up of several models whibb, while written at widely
different levels of complexity, still retain mathematical
consistency and differ only in the de,~ail and resultingaccuracy of each of its formulations. Unfortunately, that
is the kind of idea that can sound good but be either good
or bad, depending on how it is carried out. Since no set
of guidelines, by themselves, could be expected to conm~un—icate all the detail necessary, the present demonstration
system was undertaken as a way of providing some of that
detail by way of an example.

There are several departures from standard cost ana— .-~f
lyric practice embodied in the models. The most radical Jof these is in the formulation of manpower cost equations.
The models are written with the use of three billet cost
models in mind : the Enlisted Billet Cost Model, the( Off icer ’s Billet Cost Model and the Civilian Billet Cost
Model. Since the models also incorporate the ability to
estimate the costs of contractor operated depots, they not
only allow hardware/manpower tradeoffs, they also allow
tradeoffs between different forms of manpower. Treating
the cost of a man as exogenous, the models concentrate on
accurately counting up the number of men of each type re-
quired. For some costs, such as compensation, the real
number of men is determined on the basis of demand. For
others, such as training, the integer number is determined
instead. This distinction is important: while wages may
only have to be paid to the equivalent of 50 men on 200 ships,
200 men must be trained. The cost elements appropriate to
integer quantities can therefore contribute more to life
cycle cost than some elements, which, intuitively, seem more
costly.

One of the most important departures in the manpower
formulations is the recognition of “pools” of labor on
board ships. Two pools are distinguished. One consists of
men with the appropriate “A” school to staff a system, but
not “C” schoøl. They are members of the pool because they
are not fully utilized in the job for which they were trained.

—ii-.
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These men (or parts of men) represent a resource which can
be utilized by a new weapon system if planning is done
accurately . The second pool consists of all men aboard ,
fully occupied with general duties (not requiring advanced
training) who could complete the required training for the
new system, if required. Our manpower formulations assemble
the required staff from members of these two pools, choosing
them in the most cost—effective manner.

Spare stockage is another area of departure . It is
cou~on practice, in level of repair analysis , to look at
each component individually — a better term might be my-
opically. This leads to errors in the computation of spare
stockage costs because the level of confidence in avoidance
of a stockout depends on the ey8tem ’a characteristics, not
just its components’ characteristics. In large models it
is possible to develop spares estimates for all components
simultaneously, working to a system confidence criterion
level. We do this, in combination with a marginal return
on investment computation, in the most complex of the models
presented here. We have also, however, developed a stockage
technique, suitable for limited computational power, which
gives results that are very close to those achieved with
the simultaneous method. This method , however , can be car-
ried out for a single component of the system, making level
of repair analysis simple and compact , as well as accurate.

In the cost analysis of support and test equipment ,
the model pays more detailed attention to software cost
than earlier efforts.  This attention extends to at least
crude formulations for the support cost of software. With
the single exception of spares, every cost element is re-
sponsive, at both the component and system levels, to the
selection of a military or contractor operated depot. All
equations are responsive tc the general level of repair op-
tions: discard at failure, local repair and depot repair.

~Ln this Volume, six models are presented. The Level
III Model is the most complex and its exposition is used
to set notation and explain the underlying concepts of all
the models. It is intended to be implemented on a large ,
production computer . The Level II Model , less complex , was
developed for implementation on a stand—alone micro—computer
of the sort one might expect to be available to a design
team. There are four Level I Models, all developed for use
on a programsable calculator. These include first, a Top—
Down Model, intended for use by a system designer, starting
with nothing more than system specifications as input data.
The next Level I Model is the Lowest Removable Assembly

~~~~~~~ p j
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Model (tRAM), intended for use by a detail designer. Its
input data set initially consists of the system designer’s
guidelines and ultimately of detailed specifications for
the new IRA . The third model is the System Aggregation
Model (SAM) whose inputs are outputs of the LRA11. Since
these are in the same format as the outputs of SAM itself ,
the latter can also be used as a multi—level aggregation
tool. Finally, a System Confidence Model was prepared to
provide the system designer with a measurement of support

~ . ,~~ffectiveness achieved by his design.
- Of the six models , all but the Level III Model have

been prograum~ed as part of this project. The Level. II
Model has been programeed in BASIC on a 48 K microcomputer.
A User’s Guide and Program Manual for that model constitute
Volumes II and III of this study.~ All the Level I Modelshave been prograiisned on a Texas Iñ~truments TI—59 program-mable calculator with printer . Thá~ User ’s Guide and Program
Manual for those models are publiah~d as Volumes IV and V
of the study .

CL
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The cost models presented in this Volume are a dis-
tillation of several years ’ thought about life cycle coat ,
manpower cost analysis and the use of cost analysis in the
design process. The reader will find that the discussion,
while unavoidably arid , includes many significant departures} from established practice in these areas. While the authors
would like to lay exclusive claim to the ideas underlying
these formulations, doing so would be a grave rnisrepreaen—
tat ion .

Our understanding of the design process derives from
several years of consulting with design teams in private
firms. The most important of these have been Rudy Cazanjian
at GTE Sylvania, Stuart Moore and Lyle Whitlock at Honeywell,
Bob Lane at CDC and Bruce Whitehead at ITT Citfillan. In
manpower cost analysis, LCDR Lee Mairs and Paul Hogan of
OP—212 and Ernie Koehier of NPRCD have hel ped us to under-
stand the tremendous intricacy of the cost analysis of mil-
itary billets. The work on spare stockage analysis has
benefited by discussions with Marco Fiorel].o of LMI and

k ~ John Decker at GTE Sylvania. Finally , several people have
helped to enlarge our understanding of the role of cost
analysis in the acquisition process. Russ Shorey of
OSD/MRA&L has given us much of his wisdom about the realities
of DoD acquisition as have Frank Swafford ~ Mary Snavelly,
both of OSN/MRA&L. Among the sponsors of ti ~roject, Bob
Lebto provided the initial impetus and LCDR Jim Ruland and
It. Fran York of the H ARDMAN office provided encouragement
and support.

Notwithstanding these contributions, the authors are,
of course, responsible for any errors or omissions remaining.

T_ 
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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_ /71.0 INTRODUCTION

A study, carried out during FT 1978 as part of the CNO’s Studies

and Analysis Program and under the aegis of the HARDMAN project office,

sought to identify means by which hardware and manpower resource costs

could be minimized through early cost estimation.* The study was

sharply critical of several aspects of current Naval cost analysis

methods and suggested a number of revisions. In particular, the study

developed a mathematical structure by which manning requirements for

new equipment could be determined and their cost estimated during the

earliest stages of design. Beyond this, the study suggested that sin—

gle cost models were inappropriate to the way in which new equipment

i. acquired.

The design process, it was suggested, is ont’ in which the inf or—

mation characterizing a new system is initially very limited and sub-

sequently grows more and more detailed as decisions are made about

form, function and technical approach. The cost analysis methods re—

quired to zid th. decision—making process must recognize this expan-

sion in data and exploit it through gradations of complexity. That is,

cost models must be graded — the simplest forms used for the earliest

phases of design and the most complex ones for the latest stages.

But grading of cost models is not enough. Since the absolute

cost estimates generated by most cost models are largely irrelevant to

the costs that ultimately arise over the life of an equipment, their

value lies in comparison of alternative approaches at a point in time.

*5cc Niches, T. and Robert A. Butler, Guidelines for Hardwar./
~enpower Cost Analysis, AG—PP.—AJ QQ-2, Volumes I, II and III , The
Assessment Group, Santa Monica , 1978. 
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• Thus, the elements of a cost model that cause the estimate to rise or

fall must, in fact, be important cost drivers. As the complexity and

accuracy of the model increases, therefore, essentially the same cost

drivers — and driving mechanisms — must be employed so that decision
criteria implicit in each model remain constant. Even though complete-

ness and accuracy of cost estimates rise through increasingly complex

models, their relative valuation of alternative design approaches must

remain largely constant. This can only be done by ensuring that the

various grades of the cost model system are mathematically consistent —

linked to each other.

• When a model system with these characteristics, called a linked

and graded model system, is employed, the economic aspect of the design

process resolves itself into an information gathering process, in which

each refinement in design yields marginal information on cost. The

earliest steps amount to choosing between broad alternatives.

Each alternative can usually be distinguished from its competitors 
•

by a few important variables. Once the choice has been made among

broad alternatives, detailed design work ensues, generating more coin—

plete data on a variety of more finely drawn sub—alternatives. These

can only be distinguished, in the cost domain, by a more detailed model.

• Again, the choice is made and the favored approach carried further.

This generates even more detailed data and a new set of alternatives,

among which, the most cost effective can only be chosen with the help

of an even more detailed cost model.

It was felt that the idea of a linked and graded model. system had

sufficient merit to be explored in greater detaii . This paper reports

-S • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~• ~~~~~~~ .
. - : CL~~•- •’~ -~~ - • . 
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the result of that effort. The method chosen was to actually develop

a cost model system to. demonstrate the principals of manpower cost

analysis developed earlier in the context of a linked and graded

model system.

The system presented here consists o~ six different cost models,

prepared at four levels of complexity. Two levels of complexity , and

four models, have been prepared for use on a desk—top programeable

calculator . These are all referred to as Level I Models. Another

model was developed for implementation on an inexpensive, self—contained

micro—computer. This is the Level II Model. The final model, Level III ,

was developed for implementation on a large scale production computer.

Of the six models, all but the last have been progranined as part

of this effort. Thus, in addition to this volume dealing with the

mathematical models, there are four other volumes constituting the final

report of the project. The others are user ’s manuals and program manuals

f or the Level I and II Models, respectively.

The organization of this report is as follows. Chapter 2 is a

general description of the model system , focusing on the elements of

cost estimated by the models, which elements are not estimated, and the

methods chosen for various critical cost areas. Chapter 3 presents the

mathematics of the manpower cost computations. The most complex model,

Level III , is explained first, establishing general method and nota-

tion. The Level II Model is discussed next, with most of the attention

focused on means and rationale for simplification of the Level III

Model. The Level I Models are then explored in the same fashion.

______________________ —-—p
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Chapter has the same form~~ as Chapter 3 , but re fers to the

computation of spare st~ckage — a particu l arly weak area in extant

Navy mode ls. Chapter 5 discusses all the other cost elements

included in the model , the three mode l levels being exp lored

element by element.

—- ~~~~~~~~~~ 5- - .- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2.0 GENERAL MODEL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

• The ‘demonstration model system presented here includes six

individual computational. equation systems at four levels of detail,

intended for three types of computational machinery. Those written

specifically for the programmable calculator (a Texas Instruments

Tt—59 with printer) are the least demanding of input data and the

easiest to use. There are four of them, jointly referred to as the

Level. I Models throughout the paper.

The Level II Model represents a ..onsiderable expansion in detail

and, as a result, in its demand for input data and complexity of use.

It has been programmed in BASIC for use on a 48K Apple II micro—corn—

puter. The selection of the clasa of micro—computers was guided by

our belief that models of the Level II type can only receive wide—

spread use if they are disassociated from the production comput .~r

environment. Doing so allows the design engineer, not principally

concerned with either cost analysis or sophisticated computers, to

achieve significantly greater control over the means of computation,

eliminating both cost analysts and computer specialists from the set

of barriers between his design ideas and information on their cost i-rn—

• plications. The Low cost of these machines makes their widespread use

by design teams feasible, while their tremendous computational power

allows considerable detail in the models they drive.

Finally, the Level III Model was developed with a large scale pro-

duction computer in mind. It’s primary purpose is to dot the i’s and

cross the t’s of the cost estimation process well toward the end of the

- -J-~~~~ -
,
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design phase . Unlike the f i rs t  two levels , it is not intended fo r

• high volume use.

Cost Domain. Although we refer to the models presented here as life

cycle cost models , that is something of a misnomer . Two elements or

phases of life cycle cost have been excluded: research and develop-

ment and salvage. In both instances, the exclusion stems from two

problems. First, there are no really reliable methods for estimating

these costs and second, neither is greatly impacted by the design

process.

F Research and development costs can be estimated in a variety of

ways, none of which is particularly reliable. All utilize cost estitna—

• ting relationships (regression analysis) based on historical data,

which may or may not be appropriate to a new effort.* A more compelling

reason for excluding research and development from these cost models is

that the models are intended f or use during the research and development

phase. As a consequence, budgets have already been settled for Navy

funding and contracts written with design agents. That is, research

and development costs are (virtually) historical and do not require

estimation. Nor would alterations in design lead to different re—

search and development costs, unless a contractor , for example , pro—

posed to trade some extra design effort for savings down the road.

Even if this were the case, the trade—off might use the model system to

determine outyear savings, while bottom—up technical estimates (bids)

would be used to estimate the increment in design cost.

*See the general argument against the use of CER ’s in Neches , T. and
R. Butler, op. ait.,, Guidelines for Hardware/Manpower Coat Analysis,
AG—PR—A.lOO—2, Vol. II, Chapter 4, The Assessment Group, Santa Monica,
1978.

—
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The arguments are similar in the case of salvage : there is no

• reliable method for predicting the salvage value of a system ten or

fifteen v&?ars hence, nor will design changes have an appreciable im—

pac t on that value: at any rate , not one that can be predicted at the

beginning of the life cycle.

Then the cost estimated by these models is really a comb ination

of production and operating and support (O&S) costs. In effect , we

pick up the life cycle at the point where design can influence costs

and drop i t  wher.] design no longer has a role to play — or where the

role is so speculative as to make little or no difference. By eliding

these ends of the life cycle we simplify the resulting models signif-

icantly. wh ile losing very little of the total cost — and almost none

of the cost influenced by design .

With the estimate of both production and O&S costs , the models

have the capability of portraying perhaps the most important and most

puzzling of trade—offs in the acquisition process: between expendi—

tures on current  accounts and those to which the government commits

itself over a period extending ten and even twenty years into the fu-

ture . The trade—off is often puzzling because the methods by which

one compares time streams of cost of different shapes arc difficult

to unders tand . Beyond that , even when one unders tands  the economic
- 

- theo ry , there are so many problems in po l i t i c a l  theory and publ ic

f inance tending to obscure the p u r e l y  ~conomic issues , tha t a m u t u a l ly

agreed—upon set of ru les  has s t i l l  eluded p r a c t i t io n er s 5  We have

chosen a particular way to deal with this issue in the current model

system. An explanation and justification for this choii ,~e ar c pi -cs~’n t cd

in the next section .

••.~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - .-~-- , ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—~~~-- --~‘~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Intertanpora t Coat Compari sons. If a designer has a bright idea tha t

could save money in the long run , but add to the initial coat of a

system, he f inds himself in a generally unrewarding — even ticklish -
position. His problem is to convince the buyer that he is really con-

cerned about reducing total cost and not merely increasing the size of

his company’s production contract. This problem is actually absurd —

a non—problem if you will — but one that grows out of a variety of

political and budgeting realities over which neither the buyer nor

the designer have ~nuch control. It is usually aggravated by the fact

that the buyer lacks a good grasp of intertemporal cost comparisons.*

The models in the demonstration system either include or accommo—

dat. a discounting function that allows intertemporal comparisons of

different cost streams. We shall attempt to make the rationale for

their use understandable in the process of defining the factors them—

selves.

First, consider the problem of the program management officer (PMO)

confronted by the suggestion to spend an additional X dollars in pro—

duction for a prospective savings of .2X during each of the ten years

of the anticipated useful life of the system. His problem breaks down

into several parts. Are .2X and X reliable estimates of the relevant

values? Is the useful life really going to be ten years? Will his

program budget absorb X , whether the change is a good idea or not? Is

there some source for additional funding if he doesn ’t have the budget?

And finally, even if all the other answers turn out tight, is the change

*Designers, who work for private, profit—maximizing companies , generally
do have a grasp of the fundamental idea . Their success, or lack of it ,
is often tied to their ability to make good (profitable) intertemporal
comparisons and decisions.

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~
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a good idea? Imagine that this is, in fact, the cage and all the

P1’IO has to do is figure out where the Navy ’s best economic interests

lie. .1
The first and moat obvious comparison is also the most co only

given and , unfortunately , quite wrong. That is , he could compare X

to ten times .2X and find that the net savings to the government is

2X — X or X dollars — to be realized over a period of ten years.
What ’s wrong is that there is something quite different about X dol-

lars today and X dollars ten years from now.* The difference, put

simply, is that ten years have gone by in which the government wasn’t

able to spend X dollars. Until committing to the design change, the

government could have done any one of a number of things with that

• money. Consider one alternative: retirement of public debt.

The government borrows money from citizens through bonds and

pays interest on the money. If it buys up a bond, then it no longer

has to pay interest. Imagine tha t X dollars worth of bonds were pur—

chased, all with ten years to go before maturity. Imagine further,

that the interest on the bonds cost .IX each year . It should be

evident that the savings on investing X in design changes certainly

shouldn ’t be compared to 2X without any adjustment, but instead with

• what an investment of X would bring elsewhere. There is a useful

• 

• phrase to define what we mean by elsewhere : in the best alternative

use. Put in these terms , the design change can be thought of as a

potential investment of X with a return of .2X per year for ten years.
I

*And the difference has nothing to do with price inflation. In other
words, think of a fixed set of goods or services worth X of today’s
dollars. We are speaking of the same quantity of goods or services
delivered ten years from today . I

- .
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The return against which it must be compared - that represents the

starting place or zero point in a computation of profit — is the

discount rate.

So if the discount rate could have been earned elsewhere, the

PMO wants to adjust the estimated savings of .2X per year by deleting

from that amount the return which would have to be foregone if X is

invested in the design change. This is done through a very simple

device. To see the sense of it, we must ask how much a stream of

.2X a year is worth at the time we make the investment. Let .2X • 1

and the question becomes, how much would have to be invested if its

total value is I after a year. That is, if y(1+p) — 1, how much is y?

The answer is l/(1+p). If a similar amount is paid at the end of a

• second year, it will have accumulated interest through two periods,

so for that payment 1 — y(l+p)(l+p) • y(l+p)~~. In general, for the

~th year and a payment of one, 1 — y(l+p)~ and y — l/(l+p)~
’. Now a

stream of earnings of one every year is equal to the sum of all these

terms:

it
1

2.1) Y —  _ _ _ _ _

~.l 
(l+p)~

We can replace the numerator, 1, with any value representing the

annual payout of the investment — for example, .2X.

Now we can answer the PMO’s question about whether the invest—

ment of X is warranted by a stream of savings of .2X a year for ten - :

years. The stream of earnings, if p — .1, is worth PV:
4-

P v •  ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .2X~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

.

t—1 1.1 
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The sum is equal to 6.14 in this case, so PV — 6. 14(.2X) — l.23X.
Since that is greater than X, after we’ve eliminated the alternative

rate of return, the investment makes sense. The procedure just fol-

lowed is called discounting a stream of earnings (or costs) to present

value (PV). The discount factor (6.14) tells us that an investment

of $6.14 would just be capable of paying out $1.00 a year for ten years

at an interest rate of 10%. Therefore, a project which paid less

(say $.99) would be rejected, one paying more wosild be accepted and

we would logically be indifferent between $6.14 now and a project

that paid exactly $1.00 every year for ten years.

To see how important the discount rate (p) is, the same sum at

8% would come to $6.70, but at 152 it would only reach $5.00. There—

• - fore , at 15%, PV — 5(.2X) — X and the PMO would be indifferent between
the current design and the proposed alternative. By the same token,

he could flatly reject it if either the discount rate were greater

than 15% or the return were les-~ than .2X.

In the demonstration model system, we have discounted all costs

to present value through the use of a discount factor L, defined as:

LC i
2.2)

t—l 
(l+p) ,

where LC is the number of years in the operating and support phase.

• All costg are, therefore, discounted to the first day of deployment

of the new system. If the acquisition cost of something is A and

annual support costs for it can be portrayed as a proportion, m, of A ,

I
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the discount factor would be used in the following way :

2.3) LCCA 
- (1+tnL)A.

The equation states tha t the life cycle cost of the item is equal to

t its acquisition cost , (A, no t discounted) plus a stream of costs in

the amoun t mA, incurred over LC years. The latter are discounted to

present value at a discount rate of ~~~.

~~~~~~ Technically , the models presen ted here are known

as sing le inden ture , two—echelon level of repair models. Indentures

refer to the hierarchical levels of assembly into which a system can

be divided: subsystems, weapon removable assemblies, shop removable

assemblies, modules, sub modules and the like. Echelons refer to the

various repair facilities, also arranged hierarchically making up the

support environment: organization or local repair , intermediate re-

pair activity and depot .

The present model analyses an indenture level, called the lowest

removable assembly (LRA) , and a hybr id set of echelons incl ud ing local

and depot repair facilities with an intermediate depot for supply pur-

poses. We were led to these choice~ by modern support and design prac-

tice, rather than traditional cost analysis techniques. By choosing a

• single indenture for analysis, we escape the tremendous complexity of

multi—indenture models, while also reflecting the modern design prac—

tice of modularization. As this practice becomes more prevalent, that

of using an intermediate repair facility also dies away , and we have

removed that echelon from the model as a result.

In this regard, however, we have added two things which, to our

knowledge, are not usually included in level of repair models: an

iT~J~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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option between military and contractor operated repair depots, and a

further option between civil servant and military personnel at a mil-

itary repair depot. We are led to both of these embellishments by

our concern with accurate methods of costing both hardware/manpower

trade—of fs and those between different forms of manpower — military,

civil service and contractor.

The determination of level of repair policy, usually seen as

the bailiwick of support specialists, is actually an important de—

sign decision. As a consequence, level of repair is an integral part

of these models. The idea of level of repair analysis is to determine

a policy for each element of a system by which that item will be sup—

potted. For example, a local repair policy indicates that the item

• will , as a matter of policy, be repaired aboard ship. The significance

of setting such a policy is that several cost—generating consequences

accrue. The right men must be trained in the item’s repair, appropriate

equipment must be purchased in sufficient quantity, spare parts of a

certain type must be purchased and located where they will be most use-

ful and so on. Depending upon the characteristics of the equipment
-L

and the support environment provided by the Navy , each policy can prove

to be the most effect ive — or least costly. More to the point, however,

• a designer can alter his approach to a design problem in such a way as

to enhance economy of support if he can test different approaches

against each feasible policy.

Moat designers begin their conceptual work unconsciously biased

in the direction of a repair policy (as opposed to discard at failure).

This is understandable because the savings accruing to a discard policy 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ h.— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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are intuitively less obvious than those associated with repair. None-

theless, the inherent characteristics of a design approach frequently

show discard at failure to be either the least costly policy or close

to the nearest repair option (local or depot). A designer equipped

with an appropriate cost model may well find that by p kmnin.g f or a

• discard posture, he can save significant amounts of money. The re—

verse process, while less comeon, can also occur.

For these reasons, level of repair analysis is emphasized in all

of the models in the demonstration system. In concert with production

coating, the designer also gets a more accurate picture of the real

difference between support policies. In general, the choice of a

level of repair amounts to a tradeoff between the purchase of spares

• and that of repair capability (training and equipment). Therefore,

the production coats of the item and the system as a whole are both

influenced through the learning curve effect: as more units are pro—

duced the average unit cost declines.

The support policies modeled include local repair, contractor

operated depot repair, military depot repair and discard at failure .

In the equations each of these policies is distinguished by the use

of three “switches” or variables, whose value is either zero or one.

• The switch names and their settings for each policy are shown in

table 2—1.

Tab le 2—1: Switch Settings for Support Policies

r1 r2 r3
Local Repair 1 0 0

Depot Repair—Contractor 0 1 0
Depot Repair—Military 0 1 1

Discard at Failure 0 0 0

_ _  ~~- 5 _  
~~~~ % r ~~~~~~ -~~~~~~* 
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An ex~~ple of the use of such switches can be given by imagining

that the cost accounted for in a category , C , will be L if a local

repair policy is followed , D if any depot repair policy is followed ,

but 2D if a milita ry depo t is used and nothing if the item is dis-

carded. The single equation for this group of costs is:

L
C r 1L + D (r2 +2r3

)

The purpose of the posture switches is to turn on or turn off dif-

ferent elements found in a single equation. By being able to write

a single equation for all policies , any computer program is simpli-

fied: switches are set to one of the policies , a computation made ,

then reset and the next computations use the same block of code.

This reduces the progr~~~ing at least to a third of what it would be

if different blocks of code were used.

Speojal Coat A’ZementB: Spares and Manpower. A large part of this

report is concerned with the computation of spare stockage costs.

Since the f ocal  point of these models is intended to be manpower,

this emphasis may seem stange . Some exp lanation is in order.

To a large extent, the computation of spare stockage and such

associated measurements as availability rates and readiness rates forms ‘1
the nucleu s of most models of opera t ing and support cost. The reason

is quite simple: aside from the potential combat capability of a

system , there is no way , oche r th an some version of an effectiveness

rate, to determine what the Navy gets for a given level of support. 
-•

L _  
- - ,- -- - --~~~~~~ --•~~~~~~~~-m~~-- 
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Another way to say this is that there are rio technical relationships

between the characteristics of a system and how much support cost

to undertake. To illustrate with an absurd example, O&S costs could

be minimized if the new systems were left in crates , requiring no

support at all .

It is, therefore, important to set some quantifiable effective—

ness goal and attempt to achieve it at least cost. En spare stockage

this is conceptually simple to do. We have chosen as our criterion - - -

the probability that a ship will experience no stockout during a

deployment. A stockout occurs when a demand for a spare part ,

generated by a system failure, cannot be satisfied from ship ’s

stores. In the models , this criterion probability is set by the

user and the model “buys” the smallest dollar value mix of spare

stockage capable of satisfying the criterion.

While we know that other elements of support dealt with in cost

models have a similar impact of readiness or some other measure of I
combat effect, the mathematical apparatus has generally not been —

developed to sense and measure these relationships. As an example,

there is certainly a trade—off between the number of men trained to

perform a given task and the probability that one of them will be

available to perform it when necessary. There is also a trade—off

between the extent of training given and the likelihood that the last

subject taught will contribute enough to the firm ’s effectiveness. In

our terms , however, these are difficult questions, while the impact of

spares on stockout rates is an easy one. Nor have we solved those hard

_  

Ag
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questions in this re search effort. In the area of manpower cos t

analysis , h owever , we have moved ahead to some extent .

A distinguishing feature of the manpower costing formulations

in the demonstration mode l system is their recognition and costing

of billets as opposed to manhours . As a consequence of dealing with

billets , the formulations have also bean made sensitive to the ques—

tion — where does the manpower come from? Since much of the labor

used by a new system is taken from peop le who are already members
U

of a ship ’s company, computation of marginal costs demands that we

understand how — if at all — this labor is more cos t ly as a conse-

quence of introducing a new system. We have also been concerned

with the computation of training cost as a separate issue from com-

pensation or billet cost.

Economic cost is based on the notion that the real cost of doing

something is the value of what you could have done otherwise. * In

terms pertinent to the model, the cost of using a man as a skilled

technician is , for the most part , his value as an unskilled crewman ,

because that is the service that had to be given up. The training

provided him used up other resources which must be valued in the same

way . If his compensation rises as a result  of training , th is is an

additional cost in foregone goods and services that must also be

counted.

*for a lucid exposition of the economic interpretation of cost ,
see Aichian , A , Eoono,~io F oroes at Work s Liberty Press,
Indianapolis , 1977 , thapter 12 , pp. 301 — 303 .

-ì
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• To accurately account for these costs, it should be clear that

we must know , not only how many men will  be used on the new sys tem,

but what their compensation costs and relevant training were before

the system was purchased. To do this, we have assumed knowledge of - •

two pools of manpower on the ships to which a new system will be

deployed. They are called *14 and AG. The first pool consists of

skilled manpower not being used full time in their skill area.

That area, furthermor.~, is defined as providing the appropriate “A”

school, though not the right “C” school for the new system. For

members of the *14 pool , total. costs vi].]. consist of the cost of “C”

school less the opportunity benefit arising from the fact that they

are no longer being overpaid to perform unskilled labor. Costs for

people drawn from the AG pool consist of “A” and “C” school costs,

the rise in their wages resulting from the new skill and the oppor-

tunity cost of the work they were formerly performing. If they are

not completely utilized in the new skill, however, and spend part of

their time performing duties worth less than their new compensation —

rate, the difference between their pay and value is an additional

cost that must be counted.

In effect, we focus on the AN pool to track “overpayments.”

Since this pool consists of skilled manpower being used for unskilled

labor, the net increase or decrease in its size leads to a net increase

or decrease of overpayments • Thus , a system which, while using posi—

tive amounts of labor, decreases the size of the AN pool, is credited

by that utilization.
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A third pool , AS , is conceptually infinite and does not require

data collection. In the event that a new system ’s manpower demands

exceed both AN and AS pools, AS must be tapped. It consists

of unskilled manpower not already part of the ship ’s company. As

a consequence , the cost of a man from AS exceeds that of one from AG

by whatever incremental costs arise from expanding the ship’s company.

The models in the demonstration system select people from each

of the three pools in a cost minimizing fashion. The algorithms take

into account both the actual quantity of labor used (to which compen—

sation costs and certain overhead charges are proportional) and the

integer number of men who must be trained in each school. As noted

elsewhere , billet cost data are used for compensation costs, but per—

man “C” school costs are estimated in the model as a function of equip—

ment characteristics and the opportunity cost of trainee’s time.

The Setting. All of the models in the demonstration system were written

for electronics equipment deployed on non—carrier surface ships. They

can be used for submarine and land—based “minimally attended” electronic

systems as well. There are enough differences between these and the sup-

port environment appropriate to land— or carrier—based systems, that

• estimations for the latter would require extensive revisions. Further—

- I . more, the models, because they use stationary failure mechanisms, are

not really appropriate for hardware systems with large elements of

mechanical equipment subject to wear—out behavior.

1L. a....-. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3.0 MANPOWER COSTS

~1anpowe r costs are broken down into three clements for purposes

of es t imation : compensation , t r a i n i n g  and other  costs.  Compensation

costs  in clude a l l  direct  costs , other than t r a in ing ,  associated wi th

a par t icu lar  b i l l e t .  As such , the output  of the Navy ’ s En l i s t ed

Bi l l e t  Cos t Mode l can be used for the three  major “prices ” of the

manpower section of the model: BG , the cost of a general , relativel y

unskilled billet ; BN , the cost of a specialist in the field required

by the new equipment; and BD , the cost of a technician at military

operated depot (MOD) . If the MOD is staffed by civilian technicians,

the Civi l ia n Bil le t Cost Mode l (c urren t ly unde r development at the

Naval Research and Development Center) can be used for the variable

BD. The outpu t of the Of f i cer ’s Bill et Cost Mode l can be used simi-

larly for BO.

The computation of manpower costs In the present model is based

on earlier work to which the reader is referred for a much more de-

tailed discussion.* There are three stages to the computation. First

is the estimation of raw demand levels for  manpower of d i f f e r en t  types.

Nex t, these requ iremen ts are compared to the pools of manpower available

to satisfy the demand , and least costly combina tions of manpowe r are

drawn from the pools. Finally , compensa tion , training and other costs

are estimated on the basis of the resulting characteristi~s of the man—

power combination chosen to serve a given weapon system.

‘4

*See, Neches , T. M. and Robert A. Butler , GuideLines for h’ardware/
Manpower Coat AnalL/Bis, A C— P R — A l 0 O — 2 , Vol. 1 (for OP-122}I), The
Assessment Group , San ta MonIca , 1978; Chapter 3.0 especially. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The manpower pools mentioned above are AN , AC and AS. The

first ar. underutilized specialists, already assigned to a ship,

who have successfully completed the appropriate “A” school train-

ing coursa for either operation or maintenance of the equipment.

By underutilized , we mean that some portion of their regular work

ech.dule is taken up by duties other than those they have been

trained for. Such underutilization creates a cost to the Navy

equivalent to th. difference between their billet cost and that

of a less veil trained or compensated man who would be capable of

performing the same unskilled labor . By providing an additional

“C” school course to these men , the Navy is able to escape their

underutilization as well as the cos t of supplying someone else

both “A” and “C” schools.

The AG pool cons ists of those men on board , employed in genera l

dut ies (i.e. with a relatively low payoff to the Navy) who are capable

— of successfully completing a course of training leading to the required

NEC (Naval Enlisted Code - specialty rat ing) . Their u t i l i z a t i on  Im—

plies a loss to the Navy equivalent to the valu, of their current ser—

vices (estimated as BC) together with a gain equivalent to their use

as specialists (estimated as BN). Drawing from the AN poo l is pre—

L 
ferred , under most circumstances , to drawing f r om the AG poo l , since

• the latter implies the need of “A” school whereas the former does not .

The AS pool is a conceptually limitless pool of people in the

Navy with the same characteri stics as members of the AG pool , except

they are not aboard ship. Drawing from AS , therefore , implies expand—

ing the shi p ’s compa ny in addition to training through “A” and “C” 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - — -
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schools. This pool is the most costly to draw from.

As with other elements of cost, the detail in manpower cost

• equations is reduced from Level III to II to I. The reader will

notice that some of the simplifications are aimed at the complexity

of a particular equation where others primarily influence the size

and detail required of the input data set.

~ 
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3 . 1  Manpower Costs in the Leve l I I I  Model

• 3.1.1 Demand Relations. Manpower demand is estimated for four

personnel groups: officers, system operators , shipboard maintenance •
• 

-

technicians and MOD technicians . Two demand estimates , predicted on

average and peak demand , are used for shipboard personnel. Average

demand is used to compute compensation costs , wh i le peak demand is

used to determine the number of people who must be trained to handle

the manpower burden under the most stressed conditions . Thus , a

total of six demand estimates are computed . The officer requirement ,

OF, is a direct input , while the other five relations are computed.

The average operator manpower requirement , N0, i’s a simple

• function of the average weekly operator man—hour requirement and the

available weekly work hour yield for an operator under average

steaming conditions:

3.1) N
0 

Q.ARR.9.7/(D.h’WH )

where Q is the number of systems per ship, AIIR is average operating

hours per year, 6 1. the number of operators per system, D the number

of days in a deployment period , h the number of deployments per year

and 
~~~~ 

the number of available weekly work hours for a watch stander

under norma l operating conditions. The value of N0 is , therefore ,

a real number expressing the number of operators required to man the

equipment for a single ship. The peak operator manpower requirement

I
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is computed similarly:

3.2) M~ — Q•PK•e/wIr

where PK is the peak system operating hours during a peak operating

period and WH is the available work hour yield from an operator

under those conditions.*

Maintenance man power demand includes both the time spent actually

removing, replacing and repairing failures and an additional term,

GIlT , which accounts for the hours necessary (per week) to keep the

maintenance technician ’s skills sharp. While we know that the size

of ONT should vary inversely with time spent repairing (the more of

the latter, the less study time necessary) we have, as yet , acquired

no useful information as to how this relationship might be modelled.

The variable OHT is, therefore, an input value. The equation for

average demand is:

n •1

3.3) Mm — [Q.SM + ~~~(X
1
•7/D•h)’(MTRR~ + r

i IMTTR I S )] /
~
- i—i

(U ’W}l — r  .O}IT)
in in l ,i.

The mean time to repair the 8y8t0n1 MTRR1, by f au l t  isolation ,

&~emova l and replacement of the ~
th LRA is distinguished from what is

expected to be the longer time requirement to repair an LRA on board

• * For a complete discussion of the variable WH, see ibid. pg 3—31 ff.

• _  • - -
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ship , MTT R~ ~~
. The va lue  \~ g ives the number of f a i l u r e s  in the ~ th

LR A type per ship per year .* The total number of LRA types is n , and

SM is the system weekly scheduled maintenance requirement . Available

• work hours for repair technicians (WH ) are different than for• in

operators (i.e., watch standers) and in addition they have been

reduced by OHT in the event of a local repair policy. Finall y, a .
- - 

-

;1
utilization rate , U , is applied to hours delivered to the work site . 

p 1
incorporating a ratio of t ime r~quired for administrative duties

arising from repair actions .

Peak maintenance demand is essentially the same thing , except

the number of hours of operation (and hence failures) is increased

to the peak :

3 4 )  ~~ a N PHR ’h/AH R ,m in

where PHR is the peak system operat ing hours during a deployment

period . Since peak hours are measured over a single deployment , they

are m u l t i p l i e d  b y the number of deployments in a year , h , in order to

equalize the dimensions of PHR and AN R.

Demand for labor at the depot is essentiall y the same as on the

ship, except that only those items coded depot repair are counted .

Furthermore , this is only done for a military depot (i.e.. r3 .  — I ) ,

otherwise the value of the equation for that LRA is zero :

n

3.5 ’s N r. .~ N’\.•I’jTTR. h/ (d ‘52 U WH )d J , i ~ t , d r d d

* See Chapter 4 for the computation of \ ..
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where N is the number of ships on which the system is deployed ,

d
r the number of MOD ’s among which the total demand is split ,

MTTR
Id  

the mean time to repair the .th LRA at the MOD , Ud 
the

MOD labor utilization rate , and 
~~d 

the weekly depo t technician

work hour y ield. The value 52 conver t annual to weekly demand.

Equations 3.1 to 3.5 have given the real number value of men

required per ship in the case of operators and maintainers and per

depot in the case of depot technicians . As noted above , by substi-

tut ing a civil serv ice bille t cost for the mil i tary bi l let cost in

3D, the further option of a civilian operated Navy depot can be

estimated .

3 .1 .2  Allocations from Skill Pools. For shipboard manning require-

ments , compensation , t raining and other elements of personnel cost

depend , not just on the amount of labor required , but also on the

skill level and current cost of the people who will fill the billets.

The sizes of underutilized labor pools AN and AG will also condition

the actual number of billets necessary .

To find the optimal draw from each pool to fulfull a require—

men t , M, we draw from the three pools in order of prefer enc e ,

starting with the least expensive , the AN pool. The size of the draw ,

A
n

(M)
~ 

can take on three values depending on the relative size of M

and AN :

M M E A N

3.6) A (M) = AN M > AN and 0 - f p ( M )  -
~ fp (AN )

ip (AN ) Otherwise



These rather odd looking rules can be best explained by an example .*

Let AN a 2.5. In the first case, set M a 1 - 3 .  Since the demand can

be met entirely from the AN pool, we have A~(M) M. Now suppose

N 37. Since M is larger than AN , personnel must be drawn from

both the AN and the AG pool. An obvious way to meet the manpower

demand would seem to be to use up the AN pool (A~(M) — AN — 2.5) and

meet the remaining demand from the AG rool (A
5
(M) — 1.2). Yet the

rules require tha t only the integer part of the AN pool be utilized

(A (M) ip(AN ) — 2) with the remaining demand met from the AG pool

(A
5
(M) — 1 . 7 ) , which we assume here to be large enough to meet the

requirement. When one examines the manpower cost equations, it will

be clear that compensation costs will be the same whether 2 or 2.5

men are drawn from the AN pool. However , when A~(M) — 2.5 a total of

five people per ship must receive “C” school training (3 from the AN

pooi and 2 from the AG pool), whereas when A~ (M) — 2 only four need

receive “C” training (two f rom each pool). Thus the second manpower

• allocation is preferred.

By trying other examples, the reader can check that the rul- s for

drawing from the AN pool assure that the number of personnel per ship

who must receive “C” school training is always the smallest possible.

Having drawn A (fl) fr om the AN pool , the number drawn from the

AG pool is the residual requirement. I f , however, this requirement

exceeds the total size of AG , then this pool us used up and the

balance drawn from the AS pool:

* For a complete discussion of the manpower pools , see ibid .
Section 3.1.
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H -A  (M) AG

g 
( AG , otherwise

3 . 7 )

A (M) M - A ( M ) - A (M )
5 n g

Having determined the real numbers of men drawn from each pool, we

nov define two collective terms for rounded—up sums:
0

3.8) ACM ) — lAg (M)l + lA5(M)i I 
-

I
3.9) C(M) — A(M) + lA~(M)l • [Ml

where lxi is an operator which rounds x to the next higher integer.

The value , A(M), tells how many men must receive “A” school training

and the value C (M) tells how many require “C” school .* ACM ) also

plays an important role in accounting for part of the compensation

costs of manpower.

3.1.3 Training Course Costs. We have now derived equations by which • 
- -

the numbers of men required can be estimated. These mus t be combined

with prices to provide manpower costs. Three sets of prices are

used: bille t costs , training course costs and other costs , Billet

coats were discussed at the beginning of the chapter. Other costs ,

including a variety of personnel costs such as a~~inistration , house—

* It is not obvious that C(M) [Mi. This will be demonstrated
in Section 3.3, bu oy.

-
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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keeping and medical personnel costs, security clearance costs , and

in some cases, ship alteration costs , are divided into two sets

called 2 and The first include all costs associated with a

member of a ship ’s company, working with the equipment being de—

signed. The second include extra costs generated by the auginenta—

tion of the ship ’s company implied by drawing from the AS pool.

In this section we discuss the computation of training course

- 

- costs.

The first training course costs are for operators. There are

no support policy implications, nor do individual LRA’s play a role,

but a distinction is made between men drawn from the AN pool and

those from AC or AS pools.

3.10 TN TO• F BN /WD + 8 + TAD 1 + TX
o 1 . 0  J

3.11 TG TO• [BG/wr + B + TAD] + TX + TAo 0

Both equations are the same , except that 
~~~~~~~ 

uses BN to compute the

daily course cost while TG0 uses BC. In the equations, the number

of school days required to accomplish training, TO, is multiplied

by a daily course cost consisting of TAD (temporary assign duty)

per diem costs, billet compensation costs and daily school overhead

costs , 8. The variable, WD , is the annual number of available work

days for enlisted personnel. The next element, TX, is the travel

expense incurred going to and from school. Finally, all general

-.-~~~~=~~~~— —•~~~ 
•
— -
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personnel must first attend the appropr iate “A” schoo l for the NEC

required for system operator .. The cost of this course is TA0.

Similar equations may be written for maintenance training.

The course length , TO, is replaced by a computation dependent on

the support policy for each LRA and TA0 is replaced by the main- 
•

tenance “A” school course cost , TA
m
:

3.12) TN
m 

- 
[Ts 

4 TFI + 
~~

ri~~
TR
1] 

. 

[
~~~ iw~ + B + TAD

] 
+ TX

3.13) TG
m [Ts + TFI + ~~~rl i TR

j] 
. [Bc/wi) + B + TAD]+ TX + TA

m

Again , both equations are s1i~ilar, except that TNm uses BNm~
while TC uses BC. The computation of the number of course hoursm

required to cover the material includes TS hours for system orien-

tation, TFI hours for fault isolation and system repair, and TR.

hours of repair training for the ~~ LRA type (if it is coded

local repair).

r 
The training course cost for depot technicians excludes fault

isolation to the LR.A and allows the distinction between military

and civilian personnel:

3.14) TCã — [Ts • ~~
r3 1 TR~]. [BD/WDd + + TAD~ ] + TX ,

where 
~~d 

is annual work day s for civilian technicians and

TADd — 0 in the case of a Navy operated civilian depo t , otherwise

they are set equal to Wi) and TAD, above . Note that r31 , the switch
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for a MOD , is used instead of r1~~ which signals local repair. •

~~ 

-

3.1.4 Manpower Cost Elements. We have now assembled all the in— - 
-

gredients necessary to write out the actual cost equations for each

of the three elements of manpowe. For the first, compensation cost,

there are two elements applicable to shipboard personnel and another

for depot personnel. For shipboard personnel, we rely on the

economic notion of opportunity cost: that the cost of using a

resource in a particular way is the foregone benefit of its best • -

alternative use. Thus, part of the compensation equation takes the

form M.BG, or the product of the number of man years of labor

actually used and the value of the work previously performed by those

now serving the new equipment. The remainder of the equation uses

an expression of the form A (M ) •(BN — BC) which accounts for the in—

crease in billet cost for those moved from the AS and AG pools into

the AN pool or used on the system.* The equation is:

3.15)CaN .L . [(M +M).BG + A (M).(BN — BG) +1 1 . 0  m 0 0

ACM )~(BN — BC) + BO.OF 1 + d •L•M •BDm in j  r d

Notice that the expression in brackets makes the implici t assumption

that the value of duty other than that for which he is trained is

worth BC for either maintenance or’ operator personnel. Costs per

* For a detailed discues~.on of compensation costs , see ibid.
pg. 3—15 ff. -

-•~ •~~~ 
_ _
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ship are multip l ied by N and costs per depot are multiplied by the

number of repair depots in the milita ry system. Both are raised by

the discount factor, L. Note that Md will be equal to zero if none

of the LRA ’. is coded military depot repair.

In Section 3.1.1 we developed peak and average manpower demand

estimates for operators and for maintenance personnel on—board ship

at the MOD. In Section 3.1.2 we showed how this demand would be met
Li

by drawing from the AN , AG and AS manpower pools. At the same time

we determined how many men f rom each pool would have to receive

training : IA~~(.)]  , 1A
8
(.)] and rA5 (.)1 , respect ively . In :-

Section 3.1.3 we calculated the training course cost associated with

each pool : TN for the AN pool and TG for the AG and AS pools. All

• that remains to do , therefore , is to put the number of personnel and

the training course cost together to yield total training costs :

3.16) C2 
— (k~c M~1 •

~~~~ 
+ A(M ) TC0).N (I + TOR •L) +

( [A MI 1 •TN + A(M ).TG
~
)’N.(l + TOR •L) +

[Mdl •TCd•d •(l + TORd•L)

where AC’) is as given in equation 3.8, and TOR
0
, TOR

E 
and TORd

are respectively annual turnover rates for operator s , shipboard main-

tenance technic ians and depot technicians at a MOD.* An important

point to note is that operator and shipboard personnel requirements

* Note that these are billet turnover rates measuring the
proportion of peopl, who either leave the service or go else—
whir. in the service.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~ -----~~~~~-- -~~• 
_ _ _ _ _ _
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are based on peak demand and multiplied by N ~~ips , while MOD re—

quirernents are based on average demand and multiplied by d
~ 

repair

depots. The expression X (l + TOR L) indicates that X personnel

must receive training initially; TOR~X personnel must be replaced

each year of the system life cycle , the cost of which is discounted

Co present value .

The third element of manpower cost is a collection of various

things called other costs. As mentioned earlie r, these are

co1le~ ted into two prices or cost factors , 2 and 2 .  The first

applied to all. personnel , while Z appli es only to additions to the

ship ’s company , A (M)i . Altoge:her, there are five d i f f e rent 1

values wh ich are exogenous to the model. Their definitions are

j given as:

Z : Indirect costs functionally related to the skill group
rather than allocated by work shares. If security clear-
ances were required for maintenance men , this would be an
appropriate cost. Usually thi~ will be small because clear—
ances are not necessary.

Z: The same as 7 except applicable to operators. Security
clearances are more likely to be germane her e , e~xcept in
the case of crypto—equipinent, where maintenance men must
also be cleared .

Z: Indirect costs functionally related to the amount of work
done 1 rather than the nuntber of people . App licable to both
maintenance and operator personnel, it includes most “over-
head” types of cost like management , administration , support
personnel and so on.

Z
3: Ship alteration and adminiát’~ative cos ts, as well as travel

and permanent change of station costs, associated with an
increase in ship ’s company , applicable only to A , bu t for
either maintenance or operator personnel.

Zd: All direct costs applicable to the amount of work done,
analogous to Z~ , but appropriate for depot personnel.

— —
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The sum of other manpower costs is written out as:

3.17) ~ — ( c M ’ .z [A (M )l .
~~ ) •N.(l + TOR •L) +

( :M ~ zm +

° 

[A (M~)l + TOR •L) +

d L•M
d
•Z
d 

+ N~ L • ( M  + M ) ~ 2

-j
The f i r s t te rm in the f i r s t  line is the “other ” co8ts for a l l  system

operators ; the second term the cost assoc iated wi th  adding new

opera tor person nel to the shi p ’s company . The second line is the

same , except that it refers to maintenance personnel. The last line

gives the costs associated with actual manpower equivalents of work

done — similar to norma l prac tice in the application of overhead

rates to direc t labor hours .



3.2 Manpower Costs in the Level II Model

The manpower cost elements of the Level II Model , while pred-

icated on the same basic relationships , are considerably simplified .

The simplification is accomplished in several ways .

Cos t eleme n ts account ing for relatively small additions 1-
or subtractions have been dropped .

Some variables , different for each LRA in the Level I I I
Model , have been changed to sys tem cons tants.

Some distinctions between classes of labor have been dropped .

Three objectives are satisfied by these changes. First , the input

data set is reduced considerably , making it easier for the user to

begin employing the model at a relatively early stage of design de—

velopinent. Second , the computations themselves are less complex ,

leading to faster machine runs , and making it possible to use the

program for extremely large numbers of design alternatives , sensi-

tivity analysis and rapid trade—off analysis. Third , the relatively

compac t nature of data set and program in concert with fast running

properties , makes the Level II Model adaptable to inexpensive compu-

tat ional hardware. The Level II Model, for example , has been pro—

grammed in BAS IC on a machine whose acquisition cost is under $4,000 ,

• including peripheral equipment. The importance of this statistic is

that it makes widespread use of the model quite feasible for even the

smallest design shops.

The following discussion is organized in the same fashion as

section 3.1, with sections covering demand , alloca tions from sk i l l

pools, course cos t , and cost element equations. The notation is the
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same, except whore the mode l has been changed. This constitutes the
focus of the discuss ion .

3.2.1 Demand Relations. The equations used to estimate manpower

demand in the Level U Model are very similar in forts to those in

Level III. They are :

3.18) M • Q~ARR~e •7/(D.h.~~~)

3.19) W • M •PRR’h/AHR
• 0 0

3.20) M — (q.SM/n + X . ’7/D~h (t.fTRR. + r .MTTR.))!(IJ.WH
1. 1. 1 , t i in

n

M - ‘V Min ~, m , i.
i l

3.21) M . M .PHR’h/AHRm , z. m , i

• 11 P}LR•h/ABR
in in

3.22) M . • r . ~~~~ ~.frTR .•h/(d •52 ’u ’wu )
d ,i J ,~ t r d

n

M Md d ,i
i•l
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The differences between the Level II and Level III demand

equations are: peak operator demand is based on peak operating

hours during a deployment period ; the concep t of ORT is eliminated ;

and the distinction between U and U and between ~~TR. and
in d 1, 5

~f1’TR. has been deleted.
-.

3.2.2 Allocations From Skill Pools. The equations describing alto—

cacions from skill pool s are identical in the Level II and Level III

Models (i.e., equations 3.6 through 3.9 are incorporated in the

Level II Model).

Maintenance manpower coats are computed at two aggrega tion

levels in the Level LI Model. Manpower demands for individual LRA ’ s

are used to compute a manpower cost for that LRA . This cost is used

solely as a part of the routine which assigns the level of repair

(LOR) posture to the LEA. The posture chosen is the one having the

smallest life cycle cost for the LRA among the four LOR opt ions.

Once the LOR postures have been chosen, the maintenance manpower

requirements for individual LEA ’. are aggregated into a system level

requirement , which is then substituted into the manpower allocation

and coat equations.

In computing maintenance manpower costs for individual LEA ’s,

it is necessary to allocate portions of the available skill poois

to each LEA . The simples t way , of course , would be to set

~~m , i — 
~~~~~ 

and use this value in the manpower allocation equa-

tions. However, this approach is too rigid. LEA ’s with higher
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reqairements (i.e. higher failure rates and/or MTTR’s) would be

more likely to overrun their aUoted pool size, unnecessarily

biasing the choice of LOR posture against local repair, which has the

highest manpower requirement. Similarly, LEA ’s with lower manpower

requirements would be alloted more manpower than they need . A better

approach is to allocate portions of the skill pool to an LRA in

rough proportion to its estimated manpower requirement (i.e., LRA’ s

with higher manpower requirements would be allocated a higher percen—

tage of the total available pool), and to keep running track of how

much of the pool is actually utilized , reallocating the remaining

poo l among the remaining LEA ’s. The size of the AG and AN pools

allocat ed to the ~th LEA are given in the following equations:

i—i

3.23) AN . ~~~~~~ IAN - A (W )
15,1 I IS It

L

. X  X

i—i

3.24 ) AG . - AG - ‘V A (M )
m ,i m g m ,x

~1—1

where we are using the usual convention for sums that ~ 0.
x 1

Note that we simply alloca te all of the AG pool to the first LEA ,

(possibly) somewhat less to the second, and so on. Since a slightly

different All and AG pool would be assigned to the same LRA if it

were coded , say, number three or number ten in the system, it is

- • •rp - ~~~~~~~~~
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conceivable —— but not likely —— that it would be assigned a different

LOB, posture in the two cases.

The model allows the maintenance manpower demand full access

to the general labor pool , AG. Once that demand is met , the operator
1:- .

demand can draw from that pool. That is, the size of the AG pool for

operators is the full AG pool less whatever has been used up (if

anyth ing ) by maintenance demand :

3.25) AG AG - A (re)
o g i n

3.2.3 Training Course Costs. The training course cost calculations

in the Leve l II Models are considerabl y simplified. The changes

involve the use of an exogenous value for the per—day training

course cost of attendance instead of the calculations , dependent

on BN and BG , made in equations 3.10 to 3.14. As a consequence

the distinctions between TN and TC disappear. The Level II “C”

school training cost equations are:

3.26) TC . — DC•(TS/n + r .TR)
1,1

n

IC S) T C
m ~~

t 
i~ 1

3 . 2 7 ) IC . • r .DC•TRd,2. 3 , 1

lC
d 

— 
~~

TCd i
i—I

• - - _ •_~~~~~~~1: - 

• 
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3.28) IC • DC•OTC
0

where DC is the daily training course cost , including travel , per

student; IS is the system repair and fault isolation training

course length (compare to TS + ‘ITI in Level III); TE is the average

training days to repair an LEA (compare to TR~ for each LEA in - -

Level III); and OTC is the required days of operator training .

The “A” school costs , TA and TA , are still exogenous and are in-

corporated into the manpower cost equations.

3.2.4 Manpower Cost Equations. The manpower cost equations in the

Level II Model are similar in form to the Level III, the main simpli-

fication occurring in the equation for “other” costs:

3.29) C1 
• N ’ L . [( M O  + MM) •BG + A(M0 )•(BN — BC) +

A(MM )(BN — BG) + 80•Fl + d •L•MD’BDin J r

3.30) C • N~ (1 + TOR .L).[C(MW).TCM + C(McY)TCO + A(MM )~TA +2 

A (M0~)TA]+ d •(1 + T0R
d
L) fMDl

~
TCD

3.31) C
3 

N •(l + TOR .L). 
{
[c(Mr1 ) + C(M0 )J Z +

C 1A5(MM )1 + rA 8 (MO-) 1 
) z8] 

-

~

‘

where Z is a single value replacing Z0 and Z~ in the Level III

Model (Z and Z
d are eliminated in the Level II Model).
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Demand and training course costs are substituted into 3.29 —

3.31 at the LEA and system levels (i.e. MM • M ., 1CM — TC . for
IS , ]. IS, ].

the ~
th 

LEA). At the LEA level. F • MD MD ’ — 0, that is , there

are no operator or offices costs. 
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3 3 Manpower Costs In The Level I Models

The Level I Models are generically divided into two model

j systems: the Top Down Model (TDM) , which estimates system costs

by assuming uniform characteristics for system subelements, and

the Aggregation Model System (ANS), consisting of two models :

1) The Lowest Removable Assembly Model (LR.AN) computes
costs for individual LRA ’s;

2) The System Aggregation Model (SAM) configures a system
by aggregating LEA’s and adding system level costs.

V
t

The output of the LEAN, stored on magnetic cards, is used as -
‘

input to the SAM. The SAM program is written so that SAN output can be

used as input to itself. This allows the user the option of break—

ing down the system into any number of subsystems, and then config—

- • uring the subsystems into the system using the SAM. In fact, any

number of aggregation levels is possible. This flexibility is accom-

plished by defining an aggregation factor as follows:

3.32) ~~~ • 
~~QIPA~~1

- 

- . where q~is the number of elements of type j in the system, QIPA
1 J  

is 
- 

-the number of elements of type i, the next lower aggregation level in

the ~
th element, and q

1 
the number of ~

th 
elements in the entire system. - •

When the SAN is used at the system level, qj — 1 and QIPA~~J 
q1, so
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that R — 1. The factor , R turns a liability of slide—rule models —

the necessity of aggregating by hand—loading the outputs from the

LEAN into the SAN — into an asset: enhanced flexibility of use con—

comitant to a multi—aggregation level option.

Space and input data restrictions necessitated considerable

simplification in the manpower cost formulations used in the Level

I Models. However, the basic approach to manpower cost (aggregation

of raw manpower requirements , drawing from manpower pools , and re-

lating training costs to equipment designs) is the same as in Levels

II and III .

Manpower costs are estimated for maintenance personnel and

operators only; officer costs are not computed. In addition, cost

calculations are restricted to compensation and training; “other”

costs are not estimated. Thus manpower estimates will tend to be

lower in the Level I Models than in Levels II and III. For

simplicity’s sake , the only depot repair option available in the

Level I Models is a contractor operated depot. Therefore, manpower

costs for depot technicians are not computed but rather are assumed

to be included in the COD, the average cost of a repair at a contractor

operated depot. The value COD is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.

3.3.1 Demand Relations And Training Costs In The Top—Down Model .*

The average maintenance manpower requirement in the Top—Down Model is

- • given by:

3q33 ) Mm [~~ crRR + r1MTTR) + Q .SM] /(U.WR
~
)

* It turned out to be most convenient to define demand rates in the

_ 

- 

•
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where A is the weekly number of system fa ilures , NTRR and MTTR the mean

• time to repair the system and an average LEA, r1 the fraction of LEA

— 

- 
types in the system coded local. repair, SM the weekly scheduled main-

tenance requirement , U the utilization rate and WHm the available

weekly work hours for maintenance personnel. MTTR and ~f~RR are

defined as the time from failure to restoration of operation. Put

away, data recording, and overhead time (0131) are accounted for by

adjusting the value of U. The peak requirement is given by:

3.34) H’ — s.Mm at

where s is the ratio of peak to averaging operating hours. The

operator manpower requirement equation is essentially the same as

in the Level II and III Models:

3.35) M • Q.e.AHR./wH

3.36) M’ — s•M
0 0

“C” school training coats for maintenance personnel are given by:

• 1 3.37) IC • IS + n r  TR ,I i .  in in 1 F

* (cont ’d) Level I Models on a per week basis. Thus, while
variables in the following Sections will h ave the same meaning
as itt Sections 3.1 and 3.2 , the units will generally be different.
Thus A and AIIR are given in units of failures and operating hours
per week, as opposed to per year in the Level III and Level II
Models. This annoying inconsis tancy was dictated by space and
progr~~ ning considerations in the Level I computer model.
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where IS is the system level training course cos t, includ ing system

orientation and fault isolation and system repair, TR the additional 
• 

-

course cost for every LEA being coded local repa ir , and n the num-

ber of LEA types in the system. TS and TR are determined exoge—

nously by estimating the required course length and multiplying it L
by an average daily training course cos t fac tor , which would include

amortized values of TX, TAD , and 8, def ined in equa tion 3.10.

The operator “C” school training costs, IC , and an average “A”

school training cost for operators and maintainers, TA, are determined

exogenously to the model.

t-.

3.3.2 Demand Relations And Training Costs In The Aggregation Model
I

System. The demand and training course equations in the LRAM are

given in equations 3.38 — 3 . 4 0 .

3.38) 
~~~~~ 

\
1

(MTRR
1 
+ ri flTTRj)/(U•WHm

)

3.39) M . s Mm ,i. in,].

3.40) IC . • TFI . + r TR
15, 1. 1. 1, i i

where the input variables are as defined in Section 3.1.3. Note that

there are no operator costs at the LEA level, nor any scheduled main—

tenance requirement.

The values of H’, M and TC are substituted into the manpower

cost equations discussed in the next section. The value of ANm .i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Li
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used in the equations is assigned to individ ual LEA ’ s so that

‘ t A N

1 5 1  

-

i~ 1

The manpower costs computed in the LEAN are used for trade—off

analyses at the LEA level. They are not passed to the SAN , which

instead builds up a new manpower training requirement by aggregating

the manpower demand and training course requirements for each LEA

appearing in the system. The equations are:

n
3.41) H . — Q•SM/U •WH + ‘

~
‘
R. .14 - , M ’ sNm ,J in 

~~~~~ i , j m , ]. In IS
i 1

3.42) H
0 

— Q•e.AHR/wH , M * aM

3.43) IC — TS + ~~ R. .TC• IS 15 ~~~ 1., ) in , ].
i~~i

3.44) IC — IS + 5’R. .TC
0 0 - .  1,3  0 , 2.

1=1

Recall that if the SAM is used at the system level , then we can

• drop the j subscript and R. 1. If LEA ’s are being aggregated ,

then IC . is set equal to zero .0, ].

3.3.3 Manpower Cost Equations In The Level I Models. Once the

manpower demand and training course costs have been determined , they

are substituted into the manpower cost equations. The formulation

of the equations is the same in all three Level I Models.

The number of personnel who must receive “A” school training is

given by:

• -•~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ =~~~~~~~ 
-
~~
-

~~~~~~
-- -—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(o M~~~AN
3.45) A(M ,AN) — 

~ r~ — AN1 M > AN

where M is the raw manpower requirement and AN the size of the

available manpower pool. Note that equation 3.45 can a1~o be ex-

pressed as A rM — min(M ,AN)l . The number of men who must receive

“C” school training is given by:

3.46) C(M) - A(M ,AN) + [A~(M)l,

where A
n(M) is given in equation 3.6. However, if we examine the

three possible relationships between AN and N in equation 3.6 we

note:

Case 1) 14 ~< AN: A~ (N) • M , A (M) = 0

c ( M ) — o + rMl
• rMl

Case 2) M > AN and 0 < fp (M) < fp (AN ) : A (M) = AN , A(M) = rM—AN1
cGo = rM_AN1 + rAN1

• 
~~ ip (M) — ip (AN ) + ip (AN ) + 1

Case 3) M > AN and fp (AN) fp(M) : A (M) — ip (AN) , A(M) rM—AN1
-
. 

c(M) — rM—ANI + ip (AN )

• • ip(M) — ip (AN) + 1 + ip (AN )

if fpGf) ~ 0
- 

rHi + 1 if fp (M) — 0

Thus C(M) rMl excep t in the extremely unlikely instance that

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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M > AN and fp ( M ) • fp( AN ) • 0.’~ Therefore, in the Level I Models •

we simply set:

3.47) c(M) • rMl

We define the following two manpower cost func t ions : • 1

3.48) C1
(M ,AN ,BN) — [M.BC + A(W ,AN )( BN — BC)J.L.N

3.49) C2(M ,AN ,TC,TA) • [c~iiirc + A(M’,AN)TA 1 (1 + T0R~L)~N ,

where A(M,AN) is given in equation 3.45. Then manpower costs in the

Level I Models are g iven by:

3.50) C • C (M AN BN ) + C (M AN BN )1 1 in , m , in 1 0 , 0 , 0

3.51) C •C~(M AN IC T A ) + C ( M  AN TC TA).2 - in , in , in , in 2 o, o, o, 0

In the LEAN we set M 0, and all variables are subscripted (m,i).

• Note that this manpower formulation requires explicit consideration

• of the AN pools , but not the AG pool.

* Note that if A (M) is defined equa l to 1~ti — mir4M,A~(M)11 the
• difficulty in Case 3 is eliminated and C(M) — IM1 in all. ~taes.However , this definition of AOl) is the same as A(M) for the

Level III Models , given in equation 3.8. By going through a
process exactly like the above for A~(M) and A5(M) (equation3.7) one can easily prove the asaertton in equation 3.9 that
C(M) ~rM1.
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• 4.0 SPARES AND PRODUCTION COSTS

Spare parts can account for as little as five percent or as much

as fifty percent of operating and support cost in a military electron—

ics system . Production costs can run over the same range with respect

to total life cycle cost. As a consequence , both are significant

elements of cost. Production costs can be estimated in a variety of

ways, most of which are more complex than necessary for our purposes.

• - Our central concern in estimating production cos ts is to properly

• account for learning curve effects when making the level of repair

decisions and to properly portray the intertemporal cost tradeoff

between production and ownership costs.

• While the cost of spare parts for a military system is signif i—

cant, its significance is frequently outdistanced by the care analysts

• take in its estimation for the simple reason that spares estimation

incorporates more interesting mathematics than other cost elements.

Such interest derives from the tractability of a probabilistic approach - •

to the central driving event in spares computations : the interval

between random failures of a system. While we might prefer that the

analyst ’s energies be more appropriately distributed among different

• cost elements, we are also bound to structure our compu tations as

accurately as possible. For this reason, the reader will find the

next sections of this paper more difficult than others.

The logical sequence of the computations detailed below proceeds

j from estimation of the demand for spare parts through the final esti—

mation of production and spares costs. The intermediate elements are

as follows :

4

~ 
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Spares and other elements of life cycle cost are computed for
the contribution of a single LEA to total system cost. This
is done for each of three fundamental support policies or
postures: local repair 0 depot repair and discard at failure .*
The leas t cos t pol icy is chosen and becomes part of the data
set describing the individual LEA.

. Now we start the process over again, considering the system
as a whole rather than as individual LEA ’s. This is done by
f irst assuming no stock in the system and checking to see if
the system confidence level criterion has been reached anyway .
[This is theoretically possible if failure rates are low
enough.]

The marginal return on investment in a single spare of a given
• LEA Is calculated through one of three formulations. They per-

tain to local repa ir , shipboard stock; depo t repair , sh ipboard
stock and ; depot repair, depot stock. The latter two are both
computed in the case of a depot repair item. This Is done for
every LEA . r
The marginal returns are next compared between all LEA ’s and

L 

the highest return item is “purchased” — i.e. added to the
spares bill. One additional marginal return computation is

• then made, for the second spare of the item chosen. Finally , 
-

•

a new system confidence level is compu ted and checked against
the criterion level. This process is repeated until enough
stock has been purchased and properly located to satisfy the
system confidence criterion.

The last step is that the system “buys” all the spares m di—
cated by the procedure just described and adds the bill to
production costs.

The reader should no te that as the number of spares increases ,

the unit cos ts of bo th the LEA ’s in ques tion and the system as a

whole are affected . This fact is taken into account in the compu-

tation of marginal return to further investment .

Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively , will discuss the spares formu-

lations in the Level II and I Models. It will become apparent that

while considerab le similifications are made , the basic approach to

sparing remain constant throughout all three model levels.

* The option of military versus contractor operated depot , while
1.mportant for other cost elements , has no impact on spares computations . *

.~~~ ~~~~~~~~
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4 1 Spares In The Level III Model

Computation of spare stockage for a system is predicated on three

elements: the level of repair, achievement of a system criterion level

of confidence against stockout and consideration of the unit cost of

an LEA as part of the sparing algorithm. Each of these subjects is

discussed below. r
Level of Repair. There are three basic options in level of repair

for any LEA. These are discard , local repair and depot repair. A

decision must be made to support each item through one of these pol-

icies. In general, the choice rests upon a tradeoff between the amount

of stockage (and spares costs) on one side and the costs of training,

technical data and support and test equipment on the other. The sup—

port environment is capable of returning a failed item to the ship,

repaired, in a certain period of time. The ship is capable of repairing

the same item far more quickly — if it has invested in the training,

data and equipment necessary to do so. The importance of the waiting

period (called lead time) derives from the fact that spares must be

stockpiled to a level sufficient to cover any demands anticipated during

the lead time period . This number, called demands during lead time or,

more simply, demand lead time, is the mean of a Poisson arrival distri—

bution for failures generated by an exponential interarrival distribution.

A number of spares equal to the mean of the Poisson is called the pipe-

line. But this amount is only sufficient to provide a confidence of

50% against a stockout: that is, half the time a failure can be expected
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to produce an unsatisfied demand for a replacement part on board

the ship. To achieve a higher level of confidence that no stockout

will occur, an additional quantity of stock called the buffer is re-

quired. The number of units needed to achieve any given level of

confidence is a function of the standard deviation of the arrival

distribution which, in the case of a Poisson, is equal to the square

root of the mean.

The effect of reducing the lead time by switching from depot

to local repair is, therefore, to reduce the number of demands an—

ticipated during lead time, given that failures are generated at a

constant rate over time. The tradeoff consists of comparing the re—

duc tion in spares cos ts to increases in test equipment , training and

data costs. Both repair options must also be compared to the discard

option. If the policy is to discard at failure, then training, test

equipment and data costs are reduced on board the ship and eliminated

at the depot level. Stockage must be increased, however, to cover

every anticipated failure in the system’s operational life.

System Confidence. Determining the buffer stock requirement for a

particular LEA can either be done independently or by taking the

• . entire system into consideration. The former is most frequently done

in life cycle cost models because it is computationally simple. Un—

fortunately, independent estimates for buffer stock usually result in

significant underestimates of stockage requirements. The alternative

is to set the stockage level for each item at a level consistent with

a system goal. To illustrate , imagine that u i~ the demand lead time

L. • ~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • ~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~ ~ •~~~~ • • • .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~
• - •• -
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for each of n LEA’s comprising a system. If the confidence objective

for the system is 95% , many cost models would use the following formu-

lation for pipeline and buffer  stock:

ru + l.64 s~~
The value of 1.645 is the number of standard deviations above the

meai~ of a normal distribution required to cover 95% of the distri—

• bution ’s mass. The brackets indicate that the value found should be

rounded up to the next highest integer.

If S were just enough for a 95% confidence level, the probability

of a stockout, considering the system as a whole, would be ~~~~~~

For large values of n, the probability can be very high. For p”~),

• the probability of a stockout is about 40% and for ~—l00 it is 99.4%.

• To reach a system confidence level of K*, each of n identical compo-

nents would have to be stocked to a confidence level of K*h1’fl . For

n10 , this requires 2.58 standard deviations and for n•lO0, it re—

quires 3.28.

The illustration just given provides a method for determining

• stockage in simple models when simultaneous consideration of all

components is not possible. It relies on the assumption that all

components are identical. Various modifications can also be made ,

- - introducing differences in failure rates that follow certain func-

tional forms. For example, the equation of a straight line can be used ,

with positive intercept and negative slope, to generate a sequence of

failure rates that add up to the system total. Such formulations re-

present a compromise between computational simplicity and realism

under conditions of limited information. 

- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
— -• 
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The important point to remember from this discussion is that the

appropriate domain over which confidence must be obtained is system

stockouts: not component stockouts. To do so requires that the

sparing of each component be influenced by the system as a whole.

When this is computationally difficult to do correctly , a reason—

able fall—back position is to estimate component requirements to a

confidence level set with the system in mind: K*].’1~. In the follow-

ing algorithm we will use both approaches. The independent approach
r

is used to make rough estimates sufficient for the level of repair

decision and the simultaneous approach is used to set stockage pre—

cisely after the LOR policy is set in each case.

Unit Cost. The cost of an LEA enters the sparing computation in two

distinct ways. First, there is a gross tradeoff between quantity and

unit cost modeled by the application of a learning curve formula to

the computation. As the number of units increases, the average unit

cost decreases. This produces a “softening” effect on the cost impact

of greater numbers of spares. Second, unit cost, however computed , is

used as a weighting factor in determining how a limited budget should

be distributed among different kinds of LEA’s.

Learning curves or progress curves define the way in which average

(or marginal) unit cost decreases over the length of a production run.*

In general, the unit cost is expected to decrease by a fixed proportion

every time the production run doubles. A “90% learning curve,” therefore,

*See Aichian, A., op. cit., pp. 335—360. This article is a reprint of
one of the earliest contributions to learning curve or “progress curve”
theory. A more recent publication with a useful summary of the various
mathematical formulations for learning functions is, Boren, H. and
H. G. Campbell, Leai’ning Cia ’ve Tables: Volume I .  RN—6l9l—PR, Rand,
Santa Monica, 1970. See especially pp. 1—13.
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shows average unit cost decreasing to 90% of the f i rst unit cost by

the second unit, 90% of the second unit cost on the fourth unit and

so on. The use of learning curves in level of repair analysis tends

to favor high stockage slightly more than formulations that don’t

account for learning. Thus,discard and depot repair options are

selected more frequently than they would be if average unit cost were - 
-

fixed .

The use of unit costs as weights amounts to computing the mar—

ginal return to investment in stockage. The idea is to spend the

spares budget in the most effective way. The return measured in this

process is the increment in system confidence provided by an additional

spare of a particular type. The measure of merit is, therefore, the

• change in system confidence produced by an additional spare divided

• by its cost, where cost is a function of learning. If this ratio is

computed for every LEA type, the largest one is spared first, and the

rest are spared in order of decreasing value until the system conf I—

dence criterion level has been reached.

4.1.2 Demand Relationships. In order to compute spare stockage in

any form, demand relationships must first be derived . These for-

mulae specify the anticipated level of demand faced by a supply or

repair facility. Two kinds of demand are required to drive the

model presented here: average demand and peak demand .

Based on the number of operating hours anticipated for a given

equipment component (we deal with the lowest removable assembly , LEA)

throughout the fleet per unit of time, the average demand rate is

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
•-
~~~
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used to estimate recurring cost flows. For spare stockage, its

use is restricted to the consumption of spares or replenishment

purchases over the life of a system. Replenishment is required

for two kinds of LEA ’s: those coded discard at failure must be

replaced for every failure while LRA ’s coded repair must sometimes

be condemned and therefore replaced. The conventional device for

estimating the latter is to characterize a design by specifying a

condemnation rate or proportion of actual failures resulting in

condemnation and multiplying this factor by average demand.

The idea of peak demand is quite different from average demand

and care must be taken not to confuse the two. Both are based on

policy variables to the equipment buyer. While average demand is

based on the buyer’s real estimate of gross activity to be expected

over the life of the system, peak demand is an attempt to specify,

indirectly, the capacity required for the support system. The nor—

mal method of specifying each of these values is through the value

of “operating hours per period of time.” Most often, average oper—

ating hours are quoted on an annual basis, while peak operating hours

(for most land based equipment) are specified for a shorter period

such as a month. When equipments are operated in remote locations,

out of contact with the support infrastructure for specific periods

of time , peak operating hours should be measured over the normal length -

of such periods. For example, if a ship is normally deployed for 90

days, this should be the period over which peak operating hours are

defined .

By specifying peak operating hours, the buyer is stating the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  • 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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activity level at which he wants the support system to be self—

sustaining. In other words, logistics and cost models “buy” suf—

ficient spares and other resources necessary to keep a system oper— —

ating at the peak level without initiating queues for repair. The • -

resulting costs, unlike those based on average operating hours, are

initial or investment costs since the support resources required

must be present from the first to the last day of operation.

Average demand is given by:

4.1) ~~~~ ‘ Qq~~5~ARR/MTBF~ ,

where Q is the number of systems per ship , each system contains q
1

of the ith LEA type and operates AHR hours per year an average. The

duty cycle of the jth component is &~, a ratio of the LEA ’s operating

time per hour of system operating time. MTBF
1 
is the mean operating

hours between failures of the ~th LEA. The value of X~ can, there—

fore, be stated as the exepcted number of failures per ship generated

by all appearances of the i~ LEA type during a one year period.

Peak demands are given by:

4.2)  X X~ PHR/AHR ,

where PRR is the peak operating hours per deployment. The value of

can be stated as the expected number of failures from a single

• ship generated by all appearances of the 1th LEA during a deployment.

4.1.3 The Sparing Algorithm: Level of Repair Assignment. The first

step in determining spare stockage requirements is to develop a ten—

tative estimate for the purpose of choosing the level of repair for

I
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each LEA. The stockage allocation is called tentative because it is

replaced later by a more precise estimate. The same method ,

however, is used in the Level It Model to determine final stockage

levels. Once levels of repair have been determined , a more lengthy

and computationally complex routine, described in Section 4.1.4, is

used in the Level III Model to set the final stockage levels. We

will defer a discussion of the tentative (i.e. Level It’ sparing t - -

algorithms until Section 4.2. At this point we define some basic

elements common to the stockage algori thms in both models.

In the case of local repair, lead time is simply local res—

ponse time, LRT. Lead time for depot repair items is more complex.

A failed item is turned into the depot at the end of a deployment

period , D, measured in days. Either the depot can issue a new part

(sufficien t stock) or it can ’t (stockout at the depot). These two

outc~~es are assigned probabilities b and 1—b respectively. During

b proportion of the time, then, the lead time is only D. During

1—b proportion of the time, the lead time is greater than D by a

factor, X. The value of b depends on the amount of stock maintained

at the depot. That of X depends on a comparison between depot

response time (nET) and the length of a deployment cycle.

The probability of a stockout at the depot , 1—b , is the proba—

b il i ty that demands at the depot will exceed B~. the number of spares

• of the ~~~ type maintained there. First we compute the demand lead

time experienced by each of d depots:

4.3) — r2 1 (N~ j DRT)/Dd 

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
U
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where N is the number of ships ; -
~~ 

is the consolidated demand

fro m each shi p during a deployment period , and DRT is the depot

response time. The probability of up to B
~ 

demands at the depot

during DRT is given by the Poisson distrib ution:

at ~~~~
4.4) b

13 
a

j —0

The value of X , the number of deployment periods in a ship ’s

lead time in. the event of a stockout at the depot , is given by:

4.5) X —  {(DRT—P)/(D + P)1 + 1.

Equation 4.5 can be understood as follows. If there is no stock at

the depot and DET exceeds P (the in—port period) the equipment will

have to operate over an additional deployment on its own resources. ‘

If DET stretches past the next departure of the ship, two deployment

periods are added to the lead time , and so on. The logic is demon-

strated in Figure 4—1.

D P D P D P

X — L  DRT1 H
• X - 2 DRT2 ~~~~~~~~~~~j

X — 2 DRT3 ~~~~~

X — 3  DRT4 ~~~~~~

X - 3 DRT5 Jj~~~~~~

TIME

Figure 4—1
Lead time in the Event of a Depot Stockout

Li

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The head of the figure is a time line divided into deployment and

in—port periods. Failures occur during each D and are turned in at L
the depot at the end of D. If DRT is less than P, as is DRT1, X is

set to 1 by equation 2. The implication of this case is that the

repair facility is so fast that no stock need be maintained at the

intermediate supply facility and lead tune is restricted to the

initial operating period , D. DRT2 is a case in which DRT exceeds

P, meaning the ship will have to wait an additional D before its

part is returned. Notice that once DRT > P , X doe sn ’ t ch ange un-

til DRT > 2P + D as with DRT4 : DRT 3 and DRT 2 imply the same waiting

time for the ship. The same thing is true of DRT4 and DRT5.

We see, therefore, that the lead time for local and depot

repair is given by:

- . th .
LRT i. LEA coded local repair

.thD 1. LEA coded depot repair and
no stockout at depo t

4.6) LT1 a (b .  proportion of the time )

.thXD i LEA coded depot repair and
stockout at depot
(1 — b

~ 
proportion of the time)

- 
- where b1 is given in equation 4.4 and x is given in equation 4.5.

The confidence level achieved by the LEA is given by:

4~ 7) r1 1K( S 1,A~LRT ) + (1 — r1~~
) [b 1K(s1, x~D. +

(1 — b 1) K ( S . , X~ XD)I

_ -~~~ ---- • -~~~~~~ - ~• - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
U
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where the function K(x ,y ) expresses the confidence leve l achi eved

when x spares are stocked for an item with demand lead time y.

Thus b. K ( B . , ~~.) , where is given in 4.3. Note that the con-

fidence levels of the LEA types in the system .

For each LOR pos ture we must produce est imates for the number

of shipboard spares (S 1
) and the number of depot spares (B

k
) required .

Note that if the LEA is coded local repair (r - 1) then B. = 0.1,i 1.

If an item is coded discard at fa i lure , the same number of spares is

purchased to set up the initial spares support system as in the depot

repair posture . The initial support system remains intac t through-

out the system life cycle. If an LEA is coded discard at failure ,

each tune it fails , a new one is purchased. Repair is attempted for

all items coded repair. However, a certain fraction, COND , will have

to be condemned and replacements purchased . Annual replenishment

spares , then, are given by:

. thA. i LEA coded discard at failure
(r r =0)

4.8) S-:• — 
1 2

X
~

COND tth LEA coded repair
(r 1 + r 1 1)

- I

This equation can be compactly expressed by:

4.9) A
1 

— (r 1 1  + r2~~
) ( l  — COND)] 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —•
~~~~~~
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thThe un it  cost of the t LEA is given by:

~[1og ~RA I l /  I~ g ‘]

I N ( Q q  + S.  + S.~ + dII . I
-.. 10) 1(UC . LR ~ - I 

___
~~

r__L ___
~ ~ IJL

where REATE or reduction ra te is the propor tion of unit  coat to

which average unit  cost drops after production has doubled , is a

Lot size for which UC~~ is known , Q is the number of systems per

ship and q.  is the number of LEA ’ s of type i per system . Not ice  - -I ‘I

that S., replenishment spares for only 1 year . is used in the lot

computat ion.  This is because the model assumes replenishment spares

will be purchased on a year—to—year basis and that further gains

from learning are unavailable after the first run.

It was noted earlier that the leve l of repair decis ion amounts

to a tradeoff between the quantity of spares and a variety of other

coats associated with actions necessary to reduce lead t ime and

hence the number of spares. The costs mentioned included training,

technical data and support and test equipment. The preceding dis-

cussion , however, suggests that other elements mus t be consider ed .

For example, production costs are influenced because larg,~r (‘r

smaller spares buys have a direct effect on the average un it cost ~‘f

the LEA ’s from which the production systems are aast’~ubled . Beyond

this , a depot — whether  the intermediate supply facility (at which

is maintained ) or a repair facility — may involve military con—

struction , labor ~nd a variety of other coats. We , there fore ,

consider al l  elements of L i f e  cycle cost in making tiw Level of

repair decision .
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Since costs other than spares are discussed itt the remainder

of this paper , we wi l l  not detai l  their computation here. The trade-

off  is accomplished by comparing the sum of spares and all other

costs computed for each of the three levels of repair and for each

LEA . The minimum sum for each LEA indicates the support policy to

be followed. Wi th this assignmen t made , the sys tem can be re—

spared using fixed demand lead times for local repair LEA ’s and

variable demand lead times for depot repair LEA ’ s.

4.1.4 Setting Final Spare Stockage Levels. This section details

the sequence of computations required to determine spare stockage

• for all LEA ’s coded either local or depot repair. If an item is

• coded discard , the same initial spares purchase at the depot and

on—board ship is made as for the depot repair posture . Thus, for

the purpose of sparing , discard and depot repair items are considered

identical.

Our general objective is to purchase the least cost set of

spare LEA ’s satisfying the system criterion probability . K*, that

no stockouts will occur on a ship during deployment. A genera l ex-

pression for achieved system confidence , K , is:

• 4.11) K —  K
j

where n is the number of LEA ’s and K1 is the probability that no

atockout will occur for the ~th LEA. For the remainder of this

chapter we will redefine \ as the previous value divided by D.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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. .The new ~~ is now a failure rate, which, when multiplied by a lead

time , yields the demand lead time.

The actual computation of the probability of no atockout differs

between three alternatives : local repair; depot repair , shipboard

stock; and depot repair, depot stock. In other words, an addi-

tional. unit of stock placed at the depot will have a different

impact of K than one placed on the ship, and the effect of the

latter will be different depending on whether the LEA is coded local

or depot repair. The probability of no stockou t during deployment

for the system as a whole is given by:

S j —i LRT S~ r j —A D
o ( ~ ~LET e t 

~~~ AjD e~~~
4.12) K — ~ r1,1~~ + (1 — ri.~ )L [~~i,B 3 !

— 3—0 3—0

+ (1 — b 1)

\

~~~~~~~~ The first expression inside the outer brackets applies to local

repair items and the second applies to depot repair or discard items .

In the l a t t e r , the f i rs t  ratio gives K1 when there is stock at the

• depot and the second gives K. when there is a stockout at the depot.

There are three stockage levels and three lead times in the equation.

The value S~ Is shipboard stockage for local repair items in the

first sum and depot repair items In the second. The value b1 implies

a depot stockage level, B~, as discussed in the previous section . Its

definition is repeated for convenience:

~ 
3 e~~i

4.4) b1— L 3!
3—0

~ 

— •—
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The lead times are local response time, LRT , for local repair items,

D for depot repair items when there is no stockout at the depot and

XD when there is a stockout condition. The value of X was also de— -
•

veloped earlier and its definition is repeated here for convenience:

4.5) ~C —

The method of determining the spares package is to select one

spare at a time on the basis of the maximum contribution to K per

dollar expended . If there are S
i 

units of stock for the ith LEA,

already in the system, the effect of adding one more unit is given

by:

r K1(S ) 1
4.13) K5 — Ks_ 1[K (s~~l)j

where the notation K(y) means the probability of no stockout in the

~th 
LEA when y units of stock are available. The ratio of K

1
’s can

be thought of as a quantity l+~~~ (S~ ) where AK
1

(S
i
) — K~(S~)_K~(S1

_l).

The 1 can be dropped and the ratio ~K1(S1)/f(UC~) used as a measure

of the marginal return (in terms of increased system confidence) to

investment in a spare of the 1th type. The notation f (UC~ ) was de-

fined in equation 4.10 above , as the unit cost of the 1th LE.A adjusted

for the new production quantity implied by Si.

The equation for marginal return is different for three classes

of spares: on board, local repair; on board , depot repair; and

depot stock. These equations are given below:

Mar~€naZ Return f <,r Local Rep air Iteme:

S -)~LRT r s- i  j -x~Lwr 1 -lLET ~. e L LET e 1 (

4.14) — 
s Lf~ci) ~ 3! J

____— —~~ 
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where the ratio outside the brackets is the probability of exactly Si
failures and the sum inside the brackets is the probability of S~—l or

fewer failures. The product is, therefore, P(S~)/K(S1
_l) — AK~(S~).

That product is divided by f(UC~) to produce the measure of marginal

return — change in confidence per dollar expended on spare stock.

Marg ina l Return for Depot Rep air~ $hip Stock:

S —A iD S —A XD
AjD1e AX D 1e 

~

-

4.15) R
i,S,B 

— 
[b1~~ S1

! 
+ (l

~~
bi B ) ~ 

]f
Uc1

[
~~~,B 

~~ ~~D
i
e
_XiD 

+ (1-bj,B
) 

~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-l

i—a i—a

Equations 4.14 and 4.15 are substantially the same except that the

single Poisson ratio, dependent on LRT in the former, is replaced

by a weighted sum of two such ratios dependent on D and XD in the

latter. While both of these equations are written down in the form

• 
P(S~)/K(S~_1). this is inconvenient for depot spares. The reason is

that adding a spare at the depot, by reducing lead time (increasing

b1), has an impact on every element of the sum of probabilities of 0,

1 ... S~ failures. Therefore, it must be written out as follows.

Marg inal Return for Depot Repairs Depot Stock:

e~~. ~ /~~D3 e~ lD ~jXD~ e~~i~
1) 

\ -l
4.16) R — _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — ) f (U ~~ )

8! 3 ! 3 ! /
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The first term of equation 4.16 gives the decrease in the probability

of a depot stockout resulting from addition of the 8th unit. More

thsimply, it is the increase in bi B  from the B spare. The sum is

the difference, at S1 units of shipboard stock, between the proba—

bility of no local stockout when there is stock at the depot and

when there is a stockout at the depot. Essentially, the increment

~
bi B  is subtracted from the weight (1_I

~,B_l
) and added to the 1

weight b1 8..1 as used in equation 4.15. The term f(UC
1

) plays

the same role here as in equations 4.14 and 4.15. The second line

of equation 4.16 gives the confidence level achieved on each ship

with S1units of ship stock and 5—1 units of depot stock. The last

term, Nfd, is the number of ships served by each of d depots , all

of which benefit by the increase in confidence. This term Is not

-

• 
found, of course, in equation 4.14 and 4.15 since they are used for

shipboard stock.

The sparing algorithm uses the values calculated for R as a

means of identifying which LEA should be spared next. First,the

value R is computed for one unit of stock of every LEA, including

both ship and depot locations for LEA ’s coded depot repair. The

• highest value of R is identified, that LEA spared at the location

indicated and a new R computed for the next stock level of that LEA.

The list is searched again, this time including the R computed for a —

second unit of the LEA already spared . After each iteration, K Is

• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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computed according to equation 4.12 and compared to a value, K*, :~
representing the system confidence level sought. An alternative is

to maximize K given a budget constraint, in which case total spares

cost Is compared to the budget after each Iteration. When the appro-

priate constraint is satisfied , the least cost spares package has been

identif ted as to both quantities and locations.

4

—1
1

_ _ _ _—— 
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4.2 Spares in the Level II Model

To begin our discussion of the sparing algorithm in the Level II

Model , we note that the confidence level achieved by the 1th LEA is

given in equation 4.7, which we repeat here for convenience:

4.7) K. r .K(S.,X LRT) + (1 — r .) [b.K(s.,A:D) ÷i 1,i i i .  1, 1. i 2. 2.

(1 - b1)K(S1, A XD )J

where K( S ,A t) is the confidence level achieved when S spares are

purchased for an item which demand X and lead time t. The value of

b. is K(B.,ii.) where i. — NA DRT/d.

The job of the sparing algorithm is to find the values of S~

and B
~ 

which minimize the total number of spares purchased ,

NS. + dB., yet still provide for K. ? K~, where K* is the desired

confidence level for the 1th LEA type. Since we must have that

K. 2 K*, the most straightforward approach would seem to be to
i~~I

set K~ — K*/n. However, we can do better than that.* First , spares

purchases (being integer values) cannot exactly meet desired confi—

dence criteria, but will slightly overshoot them. If each of ti LEA

types slightly overshoot a desired confidence level of K*/n, the

• resulting achieved system confidence level could be much higher than

was originally desired — more spares than necessary will have been

* The reader will note that this discussion is analogous to the
issue of allocating portions of the AN and AG pools to individual
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purchased . Thus , we would like to keep a running account of the

achieved confidence level so as to minimize any overshoot. Also ,

• everything else being equal , we would prefer to allocate higher

desired confidence levels to LRA ’s ‘with lowe r unit costs, since

by doing so we can achieve a given confidence level at a lower H-

total spares cost. An allocation equation which accomplishes

these two goals is:

r aItJc . / ~~ Uc I
~~ I — X

4.17) K. K I. x i

0
- 

. where we define K ~ 1.. Note that since the quantity inside the

brackets is alway: less than 1 , LEA ’s with higher unit costs will be

assigned lower K~’s, as desired.

Now that individual K’~’s have been assigned , we wish to find the
1.

optima l values of S1 and B
~ 

needed to achieve the desired confidence

level. If the LEA is coded local repair (r1 1  
1), then — 0 and

~~. is determined by finding the smallest s such that K(s,-\ LRT) ~~~

That is , S. S(X LRT , K~), where S(\t ,K) is the minimum number of
1. 1

spares needed to achieve a confidence level, K, for an item with

demand lead time A t .

Sparing becomes much more complicated if the item is coded depot

repair. We need a procedure which finds the values of S1 and B1 that

minimizes NS. + dB. subject to the constraint that K. ~ K’~. Now
1 1 1 1

since any spare placed on board is multiplied by the number of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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¼

ships , N, which is usually much larger than the number of supply

depots , d , the result of such a procedure will usually be to minimize

S1. Therefore , we use this as our starting point.  Setting b
~ 

= 1

in 4.7 , we see that the minimum value of S1 is given by

• ~~~. S(A D,K~). Once S. has been determined , we can solve for the
1 2. 1. 2.

minimum b. need to meet K~ by setting K. = K~ and S. = S. in 4.7:
2. 2. 3. 2. 3. 1

4.18) ~~~ . ‘ 
-K (~~.,A XD)

K ( S
3.
,A D) K(S ,A XD)

The number of spares at the depot needed to meet is given by:

4.19) 1. — S(M., .)
2. 1 2.

Therefore, the total number of spares purchased is NB1 + dB.. We

note that if dB. ~ N we know immediately that we can ’t do any
3.

better , because the only way to decrease B. is to increase

which indicates the purchase of at least N additional spares. If,

however, dB. > N, then the possibility exists that we can decrease

the total spares purchase by setting S1 ~~
. + 1 in 4 .7  and using

4.18 and 4.19 to determine a new value of B.. If the new total ,

NB1 + dB1, is smaller than the previous value then we have done

better than before. If the new 611 is still greater than N, we I 

-

try + 2 , s1 + 3 . . ., until either we reach a value of

such that dB~ � N or until we reach a total spares purchase at

~. + x which is larger than the purchase for + (x - 1). We

• 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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could eliminate the second termination cri terion and s t i l l  have an

3lgOrithm which always terminates  in a f i n i t e  number of iterations. - ;

However, experience has shown that in almost every case for N >> d ,

once going from S~ to S1 + 1 causes the total spares purchase to 
- 

1,
increase, all subsequent total spares purchases are still higher .

The second cri terion eliminates the necessity of checking many

possibilities which are never chosen , saving considerable computer

running time .

Once we have decided on S. and L , we can determine the achieved
1 2.

confidence level for the LEA by setting b 1 K(B .,~z.) and substitu-

ting S. and S. into equation 4 . 7 .

Now that we have developed a sparing algorithm , the only problem

remaining is to express the functions K(S,Xt) and S(At ,K). However,

these are easily defined using the Poisson distribution:

S
ç’ At x

4.20 )  K ( S ,At ) ~~ e (At) 
•

x 0  

S

ii 4.21) S(Xt ,K) — mm s 2 0: ~~ 
e ( X t )

X 
> K

x 0

L 

Unfortunately , the required number of iterations can make the

program running time too lengthy for the Level II program to be

practical as a trade—off tool.

We can avoid using the Poisson by taking advantage of a result

from renewal theory which states that for an arbitrary renewal

counting process , Nt~ 
the confidence level (i.e., the probability

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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that N
~ 

< S) approaches a norma l distribution as At becomes large:

4.22) 1-K - P(N > S) -
t \‘..‘t ~ 2 / p 3J

where Q(x) is the area of the region to the right of x on a standard

norma l distribution and ii and c are the mean and variance of the

interarrival distribution associated with N~ . In this case N
~ 

is

the Poisson arriva l dis tr ibut ion resulting from exponentially dis-

tributed interarrivals with ~i 1/A and ~
2 

= 1/A 2 . Noting that

1 — Q(x) a Q (—x) we obtain :

Q(
’At— S

•
~\ 

S ~ 0

4.23) K(S,Xt) — ~~~ “

e~~
t S = 0

The term e At  comes from setting S = 0 in 4.20.  This is done

because the normal approximation to the Poisson distribution breaks

down for S 0. To calculate S(Xt ,K) we use the inverse normal func— 
- -

tion , Q 1(K), to find the number of standard deviations from the mean

of N
~ 

needed to meet a confidence level K, and then buy that number

of spares :

0 e~~
t
~~ K

4.24) S(A t,K) —

Ixt + z/5~
’1 otherwise

where Z — Q~~(K) and rxria equal to the next higher integer then

x provided x>0; if x �. 0 rxr =  0. The criterion e Xt � K is included

• ~~~~~~~~~~ 
--~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~• ______________________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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included to evoid incorrectly buying a spare when K could be achieved

with s —

The function s Q(x )  and Q 1(K )  are computed using polynomial and

ra tional approximations found in any standard mathematical reference .** -

The Leve l II Model user can choose ei ther  the Poisson or the

norma l approximation to the Poisson in the spares calculation sub-

routine of the model.  In the la t ter  case , the user may give up some

accuracy in the spares approximations , which is compensated for by

considerably decreased program running time .

To complete the discussion of spares we note that S and f(UC
1
)

are computed in the Level It model in in exactly the same manner in

the Level III Model.

I

* See Neches , T. and Robert A. Butler , Guidelines for Hardware!
- • Manpower Cost Analysis , AG—PR—Al0O—2 , op c i t . ,  Volume III, Table A—3 ,

p. A—b for a comparison of values of S(At ,K) and K(S,At) using the
Poisson and the normal approximation .
~~ See Abramowitz and Stegun, Handbook or Mathematical Function s ,
National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Government Printing Office ,
Wash. D.C., 1968, pg. 932.

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. - - --~~
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4 .3  Spares in the Level I Models

The sparing algorithms developed in Section 4.1 require a great

deal of input data and are computationally quite complex. Clearly,

such methods are inappropriate to the Level I Models , whi ch are

restricted by the computationa l limitations of small calculators

and by the need for minimum data input , easy usage , and quick

turn—around time .

Recall that there are three Level I Models, a Top—Down System

~iode1 (TDM) and an Aggregation Model System CANS), consisting of an

LEA Model and a System Aggregation Model. Different simp3ifications

and assumptions must be made for each model. These are discussed in

Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 below.

4.3.1 Spares In The Top—Down Model. Recall that the system confidence

level is given by the product of the confidence level of each LEA in tht

system. Let a
1 

be the number of LEA types coded local repair and

be the number coded depot repair. Recalling that we have assumed

LEA ’ s coded discard to be the equivalent of depot repair , system

confidence is given by:

a
1

4.25) K = JJ K~ fl ~~
i—i i—i

where the i subscript refers to local repair items and the j  subscript

to depot repair. Explicit formulae for K
1 and K~ are given in

equation 4.12. The expression for K~ is complicated , but can be much

simplified if we assume that ~~ 1. In this case, equation 4.12

~~~~~~—— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
___________________
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becomes :

~1 ~ (Vt )
X n

2 
S
i (Vt )

X I

~. 2~)) K — ~ Xp t
1 ~~~~

‘ 

— t 2 ~~~~

‘ 

X~~ f T 
~~~~~~ 

-
_
x! 

-_
x!

i 1  i— i x’.O x 0

where t
1 

— LET and t
2 

D.

We can justify setting b 1 by noting that the number

of spares purchased for an LEA coded depot repair is NS
1

+dB
1

, which we

Jesir~’ to be as small as possible . In almost every case this will mean

minimizing S~ by choosing a high confidence level at the depot.  In

many actual cases b will be close to unity. The TDM, therefore , assumes

b 1 to determine S~~. To determine b is set to a high value , nor—

mally .95 (if b 1, then B~ would have to be infinite). This set of

assumptions yields values of S and B , wh ich are close and of ten equal
I I - r

to their  optima l values. The conceptual drawbacks of this approach are

more than balanced by the simplification in computations which it allows ,

however. In the ANS, on the other hand , we will be able to relax

the assumptions considerably and compute near optimal values of S~

and B~ .

Equation 4.26 is still  inappropriate  for the TDM because it re-

quires as input A for each LEA. This information is not available

early in system design. Therefore, we need to make some assumptions

about the dis t r ibut ion  of the X ’ s in order to obtain  a spares form—

~~~ i t ton which will work in the TDM. One admittedly very arb i t rary

assumption is to state that failure rates are uniformly distributed

~~ t ’ .~ n LRA typt’~ . That is, — V/n , where V is the f~~i iure 

- -~~~~~~~~•.- -~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ _~~~ - — ~~~~~~
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rate of the en t i re  sy stem . This assumption resul ts  in considerable

simplification in the spares formulation , making the problem a trac—

table one , even for a limited capacity programmable calculator. How—

ever , it  is a very strong assumption and should be kept in mind when

examining the resul ts  of the sparing a lgor i thms .

Using the assumption of uniform fa i lu re  rates , we can rewrite

equation 3. 2h as fo1lows~

3.2~ ) K — CXP [... fl
i

V
i

_ fi 2 \’
)] 

~d ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ t V ,\x

j l  x 0

Vt
where 

~ 

— , p — 1,2.

Set t ing S~ and S
1 

equal to 0 , we get a pa r t i cu la r ly  s imple

expression for the initial confidence level of the system:

4.28) K0 exP~ _n
1~’i—n~~’2]

If K0 ~ K*, there is no need to buy any spares at all. This is

very unlikely , however , and as before we wish to buy spares in the

most economical way possible. We now assume the unit costs ot the

LEA ’s are also uniformly dis t r ibuted (this assumption is somewhat less

arbitrary than the equivalent assumption concerning failure rates’ .

This will allow the sparing a lgor i thm to run very qu i ck ly , because

once we have decided that the next spare to be purchased is, say , a

local repair Item , we can go ahead and buy up to n~ copies ot I t .

Thus , we can approach K* in much larger increments than previously .

________ 
- _ _ _  ~

~•
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This is an impor tan t consideration . Programmable calculators process

much more slowly than full—scale computers. Running time constraints

are often critical.

In itially K K
0
. If we now purchase one spare for , say, a

depot repair item, the new confidence level will be:

1 
~

4.29) K a K0 — K0 ( l+v 2) ,
x 0

and if we purchase 1 spare for each of h depot repair items ,

4.30) K K0(l+V2)
h.

In general , if we have already purchased S1 spares for each of

the a1 local repair and S2 for the n 2 depot repair LEA ’s, we have:

S a s  a

4.31) K — K 0 

~~~~ 

~~~~~~ 
l~~~ 2 (v 2 ) ’~ 

2

The LEA which is purchased next is the one which will cause

the larges t increa se in system conf idence level (as befor e, per unit

dollar , but all un it cos ts are assumed equal here , so UC drops out of

the calculation) . Increasing S~, by 1 will increase K by a fac tor of

~
, defined as follows :

S + l , x S x

4.32) — 
‘
~~~~

‘ \
V 

* 
~~~ (vp)

x 0  x 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _  ii
L al
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If A
1 

> 

~2’ 
then the next spare purchased will be one coded local

repair, otherwise it will be a depot repair item. If h spares are

purchased , the new system confidence level is given by:

4.33) K =

Setting K = K*, the desired system confidence level , we can solve for

the smallest number of spares needed to achieve K*: -
~~~

I.

4.34) h a1bo 0
~*

hI
~1

If h � n~ , the total number available, h spares are purchased and

the sparing algorithm is finished . If h > ni,, n spares are purchased ,

• S~ is increased by one , new values of K~ and are computed , and the

algorithm returns for another round of spare purchases. 5-

Recall that a, a1, and n~ refer to the number of LEA types in

the system. Spares are purchased for LEA types; for the purposes

of sparing the ~
th LEA type is considered to be a single LEA wi th

fa i lu re  rate q. X .. The unit cost of the spare , however , is not

UC5 / n , but UC 
5/n~ , where n is the total number of LEA ’s in the

system (i.e., n = qn , where q is the average number of appearances

of an LEA in the system).

Spares are included in the learning curve calculation of unit cost

- 

- by dividing the total number of spares purchased by the number of LEA ’s

in the system. Thus , for examp le , if 20 spares are bough t for a system

;; I 
___ 

UI ~~~~ _~~~~~~~~~ •—— - -
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which has a total of 50 LEA ’s , for the purpose of learning, it is

considered tha t an additional .4 system has been purchased .

• Depot spares at each depot for each LEA type are computed

using the formula:

4.35) B
1 

— ( ~ + 1.645v1fl

where i.i (X /n).N DRT. This approximation to the Poisson distribu-

tion was discussed in detail in Section 4.2 The number of depot

spares purchased in system equivalents is given by:

4.36) B — B3 •d ’n 2/n

• Replenishment spares are computed as follows:

/ n + n
4.37) S~ 

a X•AHR ~ I~l + 2 (1—COND))/n .

Finally, the sum of the number of systems and spares in system equiv-

alents are used to compute the reduction in unit cost due to learning:

• 4.38) ~~ — UC~~[N~~~
S
~
s
~~+B]

b0 RATE/log2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~-~~—-
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‘ .3.2 Spares In The Aggregation Model System

The Aggregation Model System consists of two cost models. The

first (LEAN ) computes costs f or individual LEA ’s, the second (SAN)

aggregates these costs.

The tRAIl computes spares cos t based on the number of appearances

of the LEA in the system. The SAN aggregates these costs as follows :

ni

4.39) S
1 

= 
~~ 

Ri j Sj~
i— i

Where R~~ 1 
is given in equa tion 3.32. This aggregation approach

elimina tes the commonality problems which of ten occur when costs

• determined on a system—wide basis, like spares, training, documen-

tation, and so on, are allocated at a below—system aggregation level.

The sparing algor i thm in the LEAN is a slightly simplified

version of the Level II approach . As in the Level II Mode l , the

—

LEAk! sets S. = K ( A . D , K
’

) and uses equation 4.18 to determine b •1. 1. 1 1

(comp are this to the TDM , in which b was a r b i t r a r i l y  set to .95)

and equation 4.19 to determine 6
1
. However , once this is done

the LEAk! does no t compa re ai te~native possibilities for S. and

B~ but rather sets them equal to the values computed above (recall

that in most cases these will be the optimal values). A compact

expression for the number of spares purchased by the LEAN is given

by :

4.40) S. — S(A (r .LRT+r •D),K~~)1 1 l ,i. 2,1. 1.
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4.41) B . r .S( i .~. , b . ) ,
~ 2 , i. 1. 1.

• where b.is given in 4.18. Note that when the LEA is coded local

repair ( r . l  , r . 0) then S. S(A~LRT ,K*) and B.  — 0. The
• 1 ,i. 2 ,1 1 3. i ] .

desired confidence leve l , K., is a direct input to the LEAN . I ts

value is computed exogenously to the mode l , ei ther using equation -~~~

4.17 or a preferred techni que.

The Poisson def ini tions of S(X t ,K) and K( S ,At) given in 4.20

and 4.21 run far too slowly on a programmable calcula tor to be

practical. Therefore , only the normal approximation to the Poisson

(4.23 and 4.24) is used in the LEAN to compute the functions S and K.

The function Q(x) is computed by using a preprogrammed routine

available in the plug—in read only memory module which comes with
~.

1

• the TI— 59 programable ca lcu la tor  on which the LEAN is implemented.

The formula used to compute Q ~(K ) is :

4.42) Q 1(K) = h — (2.5+.8h)f(l+l.4h+.l9h2),

where h a 
~log(1—K)

2 . This equation is derived by Chebyshev

telescoping the standard formula for approximating Q l (IQ .*

To complete the discussion of spares we note that S and

f(UC) are computed in the LEA model in exactly the same manner as

in the Level II Model.

— * See, Stark , Peter , Introduction to Numerica l Me~- 1ods , The Mac—
millian Company , London , 1970

— - T1 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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5.0 OTHER COST ELEMENTS

• Manpower costs were the issue of central importance in the devel-

opment of the models presented here. Spares computation, on the other

hand , is quite complex. As a consequence, each of these topics re—

ceived rather detailed attention in Chapters 3 and 4. With those two

issues explained , however , the balance of the model system is rela-

tively straightforward and its exposition is dealt with entirely in

this chapter.

The arrangement of this chapter follows the format previously

adopted. For each cost element, the most detailed model is explained

first, and then its simplif ications for Levels II and I are discussed

immediately afterward.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~ — :- -
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5.1 Production And Spares Costs

5.1.1 Production And Spares Costs In The Level III Model. In Chap-

ter 4, equation 4.10 was used to define the adjustment in a unit cost

estimate for an LEA predica ted on Z uni ts to the number actually pur—

chased as a result of the sparing solution. This value, called f(UC~)~

is the f inal production cos t of the ~~~ LEA. To estimate production
I,

costs we must first develop a unit cost for the system as a whole that

depends on both the costs of its components and the learning gains in—

volved in assembling them into a whole system.

Conceptually , we model the production of a system by imagining

that all of its components (the LRA ’s) are first produced and represent

the material cost input to the system production process. Beyond this

a proportion, z, of material cost represents value added to the LEA ’s

through the process of assembly into a system. This amount represents

a first unit cost subject to gains from learning in exactly the way

that LEA cost was reduced by increases in lot size. The equation for

system unit cost is:

5.1) f(UC) — (l+z) 
[~~~i

f(uc i)] (
~ .Q)b0~~EATE~

h i.0~ 2

in which the reduction rate may or may not be different from the one

used in equation 4.10, depending on the differences in production

processes.

Next, the system and LEA unit costs are used to define initial

production and spares coats :



5 . 2 k  C
4 

= f (UC)N•Q+ ~~~~

’

f (UC~~ )(N.(s. + s~) + dB.)

i—i

• Notice that replenishment spares , Sj, are purchased for only the

first year of the life cycle. This formulation amounts to the assump-

tion that replenishment is a continuous process in which an annual in—

ventory is drawn down during the course of a year and repurchased at

the end of the year. Therefore, the f irs t year ’s requirement is in-

cluded in the initial production run , while subsequent purchases are

needed for the second to the ~~~ year where LC is the length of the

operating and support period . Replenishment spares are given by:

5.3) C
5 = 

LC-l 

~~f (UC~ )S~~ 
-

t—l i—i

• where p is the appropriate discount rate . The f i rs t  sum is analogous

to L, used elsewhere in the cost equations (repeated here for conven-

ience):

5.4) L = ~~ (l+p) t ,
t=l

except that it ends at the beginning of the last year, not the end,

as does L.

Notice that the unit cost, f(UC~)~ depends on the initial lot

size, N(Qq~+Sj+Sj)+dB~ and not on the total of replenishment spares to

be purchased throughout the life of the system. Effectively, we are

stating that learning curve gains are curtailed after the first lot

has been produced. Thereafter, the increments of S purchased each

- - ---

~
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year do not decline in unit cost.

This is a violation of one of the weaker parts of learning curve

- ~
- theory — the assumption that “follow—on” lots, as they are called ,

simply continue down the same progress or learning curve. It is well

known that to assemble a system from individually purchased parts

would be far more expensive than to buy a complete system. A number

of fac tors explain this: overhead and administra tive costs that are

constant with respect to the size of purchase, storage cost of pro—

duction tooling, costs of maintaining the required technical expertise,
‘I

tooling set—up and knock—down costs, limited piece—part purchases and

limited item shelf life are among the major problems.

Nonetheless , we have no useful information on the mechanisms

that tend to raise a unit cost which otherwise tends to decline as a

consequence of learning. We therefore compromise in the model form—

ulation by assuming that learning curve gaiL~’ cease after the initial

production run, but don ’t rise thereafter.

If one accepts this approach to unit costing, then there is a

further analytical trade—off that could be incorporated in the model.

The trade—off pertains to production scheduling of the LC—l lots of S

spares. The larger the number produced in the initial lot, the lower

the unit cost of all units (of all types and time periods). Alterna—

tively, front loading the production of replenishment spares also de—

creases the degree of discounting applied to outyear purchases. In

addition, shelf life problems may cause wastage of front loaded (stock—

piled) replenishment spares. By estimating costs reflecting these

cost changes for different degrees of front loading, the optimal

- —i. - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - ~~~~—- . — — -,——--~---
---. - — —~~~~~ —~ - ---—--~~~~ ~~— -——-— —~~-—--—‘--~~~~~ _ ;_~.a -—~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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production schedule can be determined . This schedule would tend to

vary with the size of S , and therefore be responsive to both failure

rates and support policies.

Notwithstanding the possibility of carrying out the kind of

trade—off lust described , we have chosen not to do so, even in the

Level III Model. The reason is the inadequacy of our understanding

of the cost consequences of delayed production runs. As a result, 
[I

the effects mentioned are, at least in part , no more than a reflection

of the simplifying assumptions rather than of reality .

5.1.2 Produc tion and Spares Costs in the Level II Model. Estimation

of LEA and system unit costs is accomplished In a simpler and some—

what different manner than in Level III. Rather than a separate

equation for replenishment spares in the LC—l outyears , we have corn—

bined this cost with initial spares and production costs to give :

5.5) C4j = f ( U C j ) [N (Qq 1 
+ S. + S~L) + dB.]

where f(UC.) is given in 4 .10 and L is given in 5. 4 . The net result

of this change is to discount replenishment spares costs from the end

of each year ra ther than the beginning — sligh t l y underestimating

their cos t . The exac t difference is given by:

5.6) f(UC~ )S~~[l_(l+øY~’~ ].

For a ten year life cycle and a discount rate of 10%, this amoun ts to a 

- --- _-~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - —-
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- 
- total underes timate of less than 40% of the cost of the f i rst year ’s

replenishment cost.  It was f e l t  that  this consti tuted a su f f i c i en t ly

small error to warrant deletion of the additional equation . The

total system production and spares cost is g iven by adding a system

assembly cost, reduced by learning eff ects, to the sum of the pro—

ductioti and spares costs for all the LEA types appearing in the

- - sys tem:

[log REATE/log 2]
5.7) C4 = PT~~~j~] 

+

i l

where PT is the estimated system assembly, or put together, cost

at lot size £ .

5.1.3 Spares and Production Costs in the Level I Models. The

adjusted unit cost of the system as estimated in the Top Down Model

was presented in equation 4.38. Spares and produc t ion costs in the

TDN are s imply the product of this cos t and the number~ of systems

and spares.

5.8) C
4
= [(Q +s+ s -L)N+dB].uc ,

where spares are calculated in system equivalents (see equations

4.36 and 4.37) and L, the life cycle discount factor, is g iven by:

________________
_ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  
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(1 + )LC -
— 

5 . 9 )  L = - -
~~~

(i  + ~)LC

-

- 
. LC

LC

which is equal to (1 +

t=1

Hardware costs are computed in the ~NS in exactly the same

manner as in the Level II Model.

t -

I
I

_ _ _
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5.2 Support and Test Equipment Costs

• 5.2.1 Support and Test Equipment Costs in the Level III Model. The

Navy distinguishes between external and built—in support and test

equipment. The first is abbreviated as 3&TE and the second as BITE.

The cost of BITE is incorporated in the unit costs of the system and

its LRA’s while S&TE must be purchased and maintained separately .

While logically the support costs of S&TE could be estimated as is

the rest of the equipment, this is generally not done. The reason

is that it usually generates much more modest costs and these are

not worth the same trouble to estimate precisely. Therefore, a

“maintenance rate” is used, expressing the expected annual cost of

• maintenance as a fixed proportion of acquisition cost.

• In these models we use the annual maintenance rate, m, for

both the hardware and software elements of S&TE. S&TE consists of

five different types of hardware and software. These are system

level fault isolation hardware, FIH, such as a computer; common

software, CS, such as the fault isolation programs necessary to

determine which LRA has failed; common repair hardware, CH, used

if any of the LRA ’s are to be repaired locally or at a MOD; specific

• software, SS., such as the fault isolation and/or repair subroutine

• necessary for a specific LRA; and specific hardware, SH~ such as a

special plug extender for a particular circuit board LRA.

Each of the variable nmne s introduced above has the value of

the installed acquisition cost of the item. To understand the equa-

tion for their total cost, the reader must remember that software

L
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includes a one—time cost Cdevelopment) and a much smaller cost

repeated over the ntunber of installations for duplicating, shipping

• and checking out. Hardware must be purchased for every ship when

the repair policy dictates , and common hardware or software must be

purchased if any LRA is coded repairable. The equation is:

5.10) C6 [N.FIH + CS + CH[N.SQ1
( ~~ 

r1~~) 
+ drSGM ( ~~ r3 j )]+

i=1 i=l

~~ 
.(N SH. + ss.) + r .(d SH • + ss .)] (1 + mL)

1,1 1 1 3 ,1 r d,i d,i
1=1

The logic of the equation is as follows. Fault isolation hard—

ware is purchased for every ship, and a common fault isolation soft—

ware development cost is incurred. These are the first two terms

in the expression. Common repair hardware costs are incurred for

each ship if any LEA is coded local repair; common hardware costs

are incurred at each depot if any LEA is coded repair at a military

depot. This is the second term . LEA specific hardware S&TE costs

are incurred on each ship for any LRA coded local repair; a repair

software development cost is also incurred, but only once. The

same is true for LRA ’s coded repair at a military depot (r31 —1).

• The specific hardware and software costs may be different than for

local repair, therefore, a subscript, d, is appended to SH~ and SS~.

Finally, the annually recurring cost S&TE maintenance, expressed as

the fraction, in, of the original purchase cost, is included and dig—

counted to present value through the factor (1 + mL).

_ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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5.2.2 Support and Test Equipment in the Level II Model. The Level

Level II Model uses an equation for support and test equipment costs

which is similar to the Level III Model. The main simplification

is that LEA specific hardware and software costs are combined into

a single value , STE~ I which is the same for both local and depot

repair. The equation is:

5.11) C6 N •FI H + CS + CH
~

N .SCM
(~~~~

r
i i)  

+ d
r

•SG M (~~~~
r 3 i)]+

i—i i~~1

n

STE .(r  . N + r .d ) ( 1 + inL)1 1, 1 3 , i r
i—i

- 
I~~~~~~~~

• 5.2.3 Support and test Equipment in the Level I Models. The TDM

uses a simplified approach to support and test equipment costing

which buys system level STE for fault isolation, removal and replace—

ment of failed LEA’s and common repair STE if any of the LEA’ s are

coded local repair (n 1 
> 0):

5.12) STE — [STE + SGM(n 1) STE J (1 + mL)N,

where STErpr can be considered to be the cost of, for example, a

test computer, which must be purchased if any LEA is coded local

repair. The additional cost of LRA specific STE is not included.
IThe cost of STE at the contractor operator depot is included in

COD, defined in the next section.
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Support and test equipment for each LEA is computed in the

tEeN as:

5.13) STE1 [STES1 + r1 1STERII (1 + mL) N,

where STES1 
is the addition to system level STE caused by the ~~

LEA and STERi is the cost of STE 
specific to the repair of the

LEA. Support and test equipment in the SeN is:

5.14) STE - STE (1 + mL)N + R~STE1.
i—i

It

£ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ .~~~~~~~~ ííìè
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5.3 Repair Costs

5.3.1 Repair Costs In The Level III And II Models. While the major

costs of repair are accounted for by labor and several items necessary

to create a repair capability, there are also material costs of repair.

These costs are of two radically different types. First , if the re—

pair is accomplished either on board or at a military depot, the ma—

terial cost is limited to the parts which must be replaced, RP, where

RP is the product of the average price of a repair part and the average

number of repair parts required per repair. In the case of a con—

- 

I 
tractor operated depot, the situation is quite different.

The cost of a single repair at a contractor operated depot (COD)

may be as much as $500.00, compared to the $5.00 to $50.00, which

would be tyDical values for RP. The reason for this great

difference is that the price includes everything associated

with repair: labor, training, S&TE I maintenance of parts stockage

and even stores of ready—for—issue LEA ’s, transportation, insurance,

technical data and so on. Virtually every equation in the model, other

F

- than those dealing with spare stockage, is sensitive to the distinction

between a military and civilian depot. Usually, cost element is

only accounted for if an LEA is coded military depot repair. Thus,

while the costs accounted for in the repair category are very large

for contractor operator depots compared to military depots, savings

accrue elsewhere in the model. The equation for both level IU and

Level 11 Models is:



4~~~~-_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

—-— —.— - -—-—- — —---—--..—-— --- - - -

5.15)  C L’N~~~\ .I(r + r . )RP + r .(1 - r . . )COD 1
~ —. ~ i i , L 3 , i. 3 , L J
i — i

5. 3.2 Repai r Costs in the Level I Models. Repair costs in the 1DM

are computed as follows : The system fails A times per year; ni /n

of the time the LEA is repaired locally, with a repair material cost

of RP : n 2 /n of the time it is repaired at a contractor operated

depot at a cost of COD: r

5.16) C7 — A•L•N(r1 RP + r 2COD) ,

where r
1 — n1/n, the fraction of LEA types coded local repair and r2

is similarly defined for depot repair.

In the tRAM it is assumed the local repair of the 1th LEA is

accomplished by removing and replacing one of its components with a

repair material cost of UC~ /C~ , wher e C~ is the number of components

in the ~th 
~~~~~~~~.

5.17) C7~~ • X 1~L ’N (r 1 jUC1/C i + r2 1 COD)

System repair costs are the sum of the repair costs for each LEA

in the system :

S

5.18) C7 — 

~ 
R1C7 i

i—i

U
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5.4 Inventory Entry And Management Costs

5.4.1 Inventory Entry And Management Costs In The Level III And II

Models. Every time a new part or assembly is entered into Navy stock—

age inventories a number of cost bearing consequences ensue. Data

files must be created or augmented, code numbers assigned, inventory

descriptions developed and distributed and so on. These costs are all

lumped together in a price called inventory entry cost, or IEC, which

applies to every new part included in a new design. While occasionally

a new system will introduce new piece parts, the bulk of new entries

arise from the system and its stocked LEA ’s. Thus , IEC costs are

modeled as nIEC.

The management of inventory is related to the number of item types

stocked and the number of locations at which stockage is maintained.

Thus, the recurring management cost per part type per location is mul-

tiplied by a lengthy expression that counts up the number of part—

location combinations created by the new system. The equation is:

n n
5.19) C8 — nIEC + IMC.L[N~~ SCM(S

1
) + d SGM(B

1
) +

i—i i— _i

- ~ $

. 
~~~

PPi(ri jN + r3i dr)]

The first expression inside brackets counts up the number of LEA types ¶
for which some shipboard stock has been acquired and multiplies by the

number of ships. The next term performs the same function for depot

stock. The last term sums the product of the number of repair parts
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in each LEA (PP1) and the number of ships or repair depots st which

that LEA is to be repaired.

Sixnplifications for the Level II Model are straightforward and

include:

use of an average number of parts per IRA ,

assigning management coat even at locations where no
spares are stocked (considering the high confidence
levels which are assigned to LR.A’~ , in most cases wewill, have stockage at every location; thus this is
a reasonable simplification).

The resulting equation is:

n
5.20) C n ’IEC + IMC•L’ + r .d -

~~ PP/n(r .N + r. J )]8 ,._ 3,t r 1 , t 3 , 1. r
i~ 1

where in this equation PP refers to the number of new piece parts

in the entire system. 
—

5.4.2 Inventory Entry and Management Costs in the Level I ~1ode1s.

Item entry costs are paid for every LEA type in the system ; in

addition, item management coats are paid for all IRA ’s and for all

new components of LEA ’s coded either local or depot repair. The 1DM

formulation is:

- . 5.21) C8 — IECn + IMC•L’n 1 1  + PP(r1 + r2 )J

Item entry and management for each LEA is given in the tRAIl as:

5.22) C8~~ — (IEC + IMC•L) J i  + PP 1(r 1 ~ 
+ r 2 1

)~

A

L. --~
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System item entry and management costs in the SAM is given by:

-- 

. 
5.23) C8 

- 
~~~~

‘ 

R~C8 1
i— i

• I 
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5.5 Technical Data Costs

5.5.1 Technical Data Costs in the Leve l III and II Models.

Technical data costs are estimated on the basis of the number of

pages required for each item of equipment for different repair op—

tions. As wi th  software costs , dupli cation and shipping costs are

smal l and thus included in the Level III Model , but excluded fr om

the Level I I ‘todel. With that exception the equations are the same :

5.23) C9 ( 1 + L)~ P + P1 + 
~r . (r 1~~ + r 3~~ ) -~ TDP +

duP d (r l~~
N + r

3,j
d
r)]

ç . 5.25) C9 — (TDP + ADC.L)[P + P f + 

~r •~~~(r
1 1  + r 3~~ )]

i~ I

The elements of the co~mi~on part of both equations are P. the

number of pages of tehcnlcal data needed to provide a system over—

view; P~ , the number ot document system repair , that is fault

isolation removal and replacement of IDA ’s, and ; 
~r
’ the number

required to document repair procedures for each IRA. Each of

these is weighted by the number of applicable elements. Notice

that no documentation costs for LEA repair are accumulated for .
~

contractor operated depot. The value TDP is the cost per page of

developing technical data while dupd is the per page cos t of

- 

- printing. Recurring costs are computed in the Level III Model

‘~1~~~~~~~’ — 
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using an annual maintenance factor , in , defined in the same fashion

as the value , m , in equation 5.10. The Level II Model uses an

annual per page data maintenance cost, ADC.

The reader should also note the diuensions of the page de—

finitions. Technical manuals are frequently used as training manuals

and this circumstance best f i t s  the formulation of this equation . If

there are distinct training materials these mus t be incorporated into

either F , P f and P~. of the equations 5.24 and 5.25 or in the train—

ing cost per m a n  values developed in Chapter 3. In addition , large

quantities of technical data (for example, category E drawings)

represen t significant costs that must be accounted for one way or

another. The most common method is to amortize those costs in the

• unit production cost estimate deal t with in Chapter 4. Our prefer—

ence, however, is to include such data costs in the technical data

equations where they need not be arbitrarily amortized .

5.5.2 Technical Data Costs in the Level I Models. Documentation

in the TDM is the sum of system repair documentation and documen-

tation for the repair of individual LEA ’s coded local repair.

5.26) C — P  + r n P9 s I r

The variable P includes P + P , above. Documentation costs for
S f 

-

depot repair items are included in COD. 
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Documentation costs in the AIlS follow the same pattern as STE,

RPR and IEMC :

5.27) C P + r  P
9,i f,i 1 ,i r,i

5.28) C
9 

- P + 
~~ 

R
iC9j

i—i

~~~~~ -
~~~~~~~~~~

-
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5.6 Second Destination Transportation Costs

5.6.1 Transportation Costs In The Level III And II Models. Transpor-

tation costs can be modeled in the most complex fashion of any element

in operating and support cost other than spares and S&TE. However,

whereas the payoff to detail in the latter is great, it is all but

insignificant for most systems in the transportation account. The

greater the detail, the more information required. The kind of de—

tail, however, is the sort that does not tend to be settled until long

after a design has been set in concrete. Since all the models in this

paper are meant for different parts of the design process, such detail

is unlikely to be available and, as a result, not assumed in the

equations.

The cost of transportation is modeled by counting up the total

pound—miles of cargo cost the system is expected to generate during

its life. This amounts to cataloging the total demand by destination.

For IRA ’s it is reasonable to expect that rough estimates of packaged

weight, Wi,, will become available during the later stages of the de—

sign process. Transportation costs only arise when the LEA is

coded military depot repair (transportation costs for a civilian

operated depot are included in the value, COD). The equation is:

n
5.29) C L’2•DIS•CC•N ~

‘
r .A .W.10 ~~ 3,1 ~. i.

1—1

where DIS is the average distance between repair and supply depots

and CC is the cargo cost per pound—mile. 
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Por use in the Level II Model , the equation is altered only to

the extent of using an average weight for all LEA’s, W , instead

of the subscripted variable W~.

5.6.2 Transportation Costs in the Level I Models. Transportation

costs occur when failed items are shipped to and from the repair

depot. For a civilian operated depot , the only type considered in

the Level I Models, this cost is included in the value COD. There—

fore , there is no exp licit transportation Cost calculation in any

of the Level I Models .
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